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Stockton Law Enforcement Working To Prevent Rip-Offs
By SHANNON HOOI)
editor's Note: In serving the
*Lds of University of the
pacific
affiliates,
The
Pacifican is broadening its
Lpe to cover the top news
Tories of
the
Stockton
vicinityRegular contacts
with the Stockton City Police
Department and the San
Joaquin County Sheriff have
been established. This is first
in a series of articles concern
ing the law enforcement
programs in the Stockton
community.
With San Joaquin County
having the highest county rate
of burglaries in California,
and the City of Stockton
ranking first among all
California cities, law enforce
ment officials here have
received three federal grants
for burglary prevention and
control projects.
The California Council on
Criminal Justice has been
given the authority to dis
tribute such funds to agencies
in California during the past
two years. The 1973 statewide

program consists of grants to
the six counties and six cities
with the highest burglaryrates ,

i
San Joaquin County
Sheriffs Department and the
Stockton City Police Depart
ment each received approxi
mately $170,000 for the 21month Crime-Specific Bur
glary Prevention and Control
projects.
County vs. Burglar
Sergeant Baxter Dunn,
the deputy in charge of the
Sheriff's project, described
his department's activities,

noting tliut San Joaquin
county has experienced a 110
pei cent increase in burglaries
over the past ten years. Local
authorities
attribute
this
increase to the rising rate of
local drug addicts. "Both the
number of drug addicts and
the occurrence of burglaries
increased when the boys
began coming home from Viet
Nam."
Sergeant Dunn explained,
"Our Crime-Specific Burg
lary Prevention and Conrol
Project
includes
experi
mentation with saturation
control of high burglary rate
neighorhoods,
undercover

•officers and a public aware
ness campaign."
He mentioned that a hand
book for Sail Joaquin County
residents on burglary preven
tative measures has been
prepared and is available
i"rom the sheriff's depart
ment.
One of the main problems
with
burglary
control,
according to Sergeant Dunn,
is the accessabilily of radio
communications systems to
the criminal. "Anyone can
purchase a radio system that
will receive law enforcement
communications. The burglar
can know every move we
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make, but we can't know w hat
he's doing. The federal grant
includes
funds
for
a
specialized radio communi
cations system.
Portable
units will allow a deputy to
maintain communication
lines when he has to leave his
car.
The efforts ol the Sail
Joaquin
County
Sheriffs
Department have been joined
with the work of the six city
police departments and the
local
California
Highway
Patrol office.

City vs. Burglar
The Stockton City Police
Department's Planning and
Research
Officer,
Henry
Freeman,
described
the
various phases of the police
program.
Public awareness of
security techniques is also an
important part of the police
program. According to police
department records, the first
six months of the publicawareness program included
the production of two burglary
BURGLARS see pg. 16

Need A Change From UOP?
By MARCIA SCULLY
All students who are
interested in studying abroad
are urged to attend the
Institute of European Studies
(IES) meeting on Tuesday,
November 13, at 4 p.m. in the
Gold Room.
Mr. Tucker
Glaser,
Director of IES Admissions
from Chicago and Mr. Ed
Mowatt, Director of the new
IES center in London, will be
present for questioning at the
meeting.
The Institute of European
Studies has eight centers in
Europe with total yearly
enrollment of over 600
students. UOP is one of the 25

IES affiliated institutions.
All IES centers, aside
from
the
University of
Durham, are available to
students for a lull academicyear or for a single fall or
spring semester.
The
Vienna
Center,
developed in 1959, was the first
IES Center.
The Vienna
Center is based on the belief
that study abroad can be aca
demically worthwhile, with
out
previous
language
training. There is, therefore
no language requirement in
Vienna.
Course work in
Vienna is offered in fine arts,
liberal arts, social sciences,

comparative
European
studies and education. The
Vienna Center accepts both
sophomores and juniors.
Mr. Mowatt will be on
hand Tuesday to answer
questions about the new IES
London Center.
The first
London program will be held
in the Spring of 1974. The
London Center is intended
primarily for juniors and
offers courses in economic,
political, and social develop
ments in Western Europe
since 1945.
A second possibility for
study in England is available
at the University of Durham.
At Durham, the IES student
must enroll for one lull
academic year.
Students
attend regular university
lectures and classes on the
same basis as their English
colleagues. Courses of study
are available in 30 different
subject areas within the fields
of art, science, education,
music, law and theoloev.
IES oilers two alter
natives for studying in
France. A student can studyeither in Paris or in Nantes.
The Paris Program is
designed for students who are
majoring in French language
or literature. The study in
Nantes is for students who
wish to study the field ol
liberal arts, social sciences,
mathematics,
natural
sciences or engineering.
Both French programs
require junior standing and a
minimum of two years ol
college level French.
All
courses are taught in I- rench.

BEATLES COMING
see pg. 13

STUDIES see pg. 10

Dean Marc Jantzen

School Of Education

Jantzen Steps Down After
Serving 30 Years

Dr. J. Marc Jantzen, who
for 30 years has held the
position of Dean of the School
of Education, has announced
that he will retire atJJie end of
this school year.
Jantzen, who has been a
teacher for 46 years, plans to
return to the School of Educa
tion and continue to teach in
1975.
Dr. Jantzen, a native of
Kansas, is the second dean in
the 50 year history of the
School of Education. Jantzen
came to Pacific in 1940. He
served as an associate pro
fessor and assistant professor
of education until 1944, when
he became the Dean of the
School of Education.
Jantzen said that his 30year term as Dean of the
School of Education is a
record in the state of
California, and may well be a
national record. His 32 years
as Summer Session Dean is a

national record, as far as can
be determined.
Jantzen, who attended a
one-teacher rural Tittle red
school house" in Marion
County, Kansas, graduated
from high school, passed his
subject exams and was there
by certified as a teacher.
Upon certification, at age 19,
Jantzen returned to that same
one-teacher Kansas school
house and began his teaching
career.
In those days the teacher
was janitor, wood collector
and
community
musicinstructor all at the same
time, said Jantzen.
Jantzen has seen teacher
education grow from teaching
the three R's in 1927 to presentday advanced educational
programs in child growth and
development.
Jantzen
commented that had he known
more about child growth and

DEAN see pg. 16
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NEWS
Elected Officers and staff
of ASUOP have prepared a
special handbook to help keep
all students informed and in
volved in student government
activities. This free booklet in
cluded services available in
the Stockton community, as
well as the ASUOP services
provided
to
students.
Handbooks may be picked up
in the ASUOP office.

Advertising Service
Students
and
clubs
wishing to have material
printed to advertise events
may have leaflets and posters
printed at minimal cost to
cover printing costs. Contact
Linda Pope, Director of the Of
fice of fnformation in the
ASUOP Office.
Calliope

Discount Coupons
The ASUOP Discount
Coupon Booklet, which pro
vides many price reductions
or' two for the price of one , is
available to students. Bring
your ASUOP card to the
ASUOP Office to receive this
special coupon book. Supply
is limited!

Stall members of the
Calliope, ASUOP literary
magazine, is now accepting
student's poetry, short stories,
and one-act plays lor publica
tion.
All material may be submilted in boxes located in the
Raymond Lounge. Callison
Lounge, COP English Depart-

Today's Silhouette for
Today's Man

.
ment

A m ]OP Office, and
ASUU
Contact
Pacifican 011".e,77.9112 lor
John Valentine at 477 91U
further inquiries and mi
*mation.
Co-Funding
For groups of students
who have programs, events,
or concepts that need lunding,
monies are now available.
ASUOP's Forum on National
Priorities has an account lor
co-funding these projects.
These funds are to be used lor
speakers,
cultural
laiis,
movies and events that have
the theme or idea ol national
issues, inherent in them, I he
concept of co-funding is to al
low interest groups to present
programs that benelil both
them and a larger segment ol
the university. In a sense,
ASUOP will sponsor these
events. If you or your group
lias a request for these funds,
pick up a • Co-funding Form"
and fill it out. and return it to
the ASUOP Office.

Dr. Stadtner
To Speak
'From China'
On November 13. in the
Albright Auditorium at 7:30
p.m. Dr. David Stadtner will
be a guest speaker for
ASUOP's,Forum on National
Priorities. He will bespeaking
about his recent, travels in
China.

Dr. Stadtner was born im
Stockton and is presently a
practicing M.D. here, lie lias
• traveled extensively in Africa,
the Orient, and South Ameri
ca. In a prolcssional capacity
he has served in Amdoc. VITA
(Volunteers for International
Technical Assistance), and
CARE. As a guest of the Chi
nese Medical Association, he
was allowed to visit every
thing he asked to>schools. fac
tories. communes, shelters,
and hospitals. He was given
freedom to wander about,
take photographs and talk to
the Chinese people. Dr. Stadt
ner is sure to give an inter
esting talk. ASUOP and the
United Nations Association in
vite you to hear him speak. Ad
mission is free.

TOBIAS
TROUSERS
by A-l Kotzin—famous for fit since 1919

^ ftffftIC

BAAfti

2112 Pacific, on The Avenue
U S. Calif., Downtown Underground

Paula Britlon represent the Bank ol America on can*

Bank Of America Assists
Students On Home Ground
Ever wonder what a
Student Relations Repre
sentative for the Bank of
\merica does? Ask Paula
Britton!
Like the other
Student Relations Repre
sentatives from Stanford and
San Francisco State, Paula is
in charge of helping U.O.P.
students with everything from
balancing checking accounts
to arranging student loans.
If you are interested in
getting a Bank Americard,
going over your application is
another part ol her job. Paula
will check to make certain
that you're a full time student,
your age, whether or not you
have sophomore standing and
have a verifiable income of
$150 a month (by the way the
$150 can come from your
parents, a scholarship, etc.).
The rest is up to the bank.
If you're leery of banks
and you don't think that you
can handle dealing with a
"Student Relations Repre
sentative", then listen to this.
Paula herself is a U.O.P.
student in her Senior year at
Raymond.
She's not into
banking as a career, on the
contrary, she's interested in
the field of Education.
All fellowship applicants
will be required to submit test
scores from either the Gradu
ate Record Examination, the
Law School Admission Test,
the Dental Admissions Test,
the Medical School Admis
sion Test, or the Admission
Test for Graduate School of
Business, depending on the
specific academic competi
tion entered.
Applications for the 197475 California State Graduate
Fellowships are now avail-

There's no need to mukea
special trip to the bank i
order to talk to Paula either
because on Tuesdays anil
Thursdays Iron 9-12 shecanbt
found sharing the office of the
Travel
Agency
at' the
A.S.U.O.P. office. Or, if you
just need some general
banking information, jusi
catch her at lunch or on the
sidewalk. If youshoulddetidt
you need a more forma!
atmosphere to discuss your
banking
problems, Paula
works Monday, Wednesdaj
and Friday between 9:30-12:*
at the Pacific-Harding office
of the Bank of America,
located
at
1661 Pucilit
Avenue.
Paula says that W
purpose of her job is to
students "to not be afraid ti
come in and talk to somebod)
about money." Some genera
banking suggestions she men
tioned were:
"Don't nn»
around as a Freshman, you
end up with a bad erefl
reference;
stick with <*
bank and straighten out you1
problems,
don't swik
around: and (don't fori6J
your credit rating 's
reflection on your parent s.
able at the Graduate ScW
Office, Knoles Hall. Sta
Graduate Fellowships
available to students who®
be in their first or second)^
of graduate or profession

school beginning SeptemW
1974. Applications must
filed with the State Set#
OP
ship and Loan Commissi01
December 17, 1973nouncement of winners5 will"
v
on April 18, 1974.

irTrvR
WEST LANE LIQUOR
CORNER OF WEST LANE
AND HARDING WAY
Phone: 465-7803
|Hours; Sun. to Thurs. 7 to 12:30
J*r. and Sat. 7 to 2:00

TEQUILA FROZEN SCREWDKlvt:lt
1 1/2 ozs. lequila
3 ozs. iced orange juice
1/3 cup crushed ice
1 slice orange

Put tequila, orange juice and cruslu ^
blender Blend at low speed HM® * r
Pour into pre-chilled old-fahioned g J ^
orange slice.
_
*

l
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popular Music Is A Medium
By JOHN LYNCH
nn not be too surprised it
P
the sound ol the
•voU i .t or Bob Dylan blaring
Heal
, Wendell Phillips
t'."0111
classroom
next
Ceiuei
senl'-Rock

n' Bo" as Mass
• mniuiiiealio" • a special
Lt!L course onheComniuml0'
s,-ts Department, will
lor the second
be f in a row.- alter what
instructor Larry Seidman
termed a 'very successful
tperience
last
Spring
Liter
• Student evaluaSTwas very high and all the
suggestions
were
S't-'at.
stated
the
23-year-old
Seidman.

Cohceniration on
Aspect

Industry

Tennessee. This organization
is expected to secure speakers
and other programs for the
course. 'NARAS invited me
to the conference because t hoy
had heard about my course. It
brought people teaching such
courses and the industry
figures together and really
provided me with some new
ideas for this year's class."
He slated thai the NAKAS
Institute "has a tradition of
creativity and innovation in
bridging the gap between the
world of acudemiu and the
Pop Music Industry."NAKAS
presents the annual Grammy
Awards ceremony among
other programs.
The ASUOP Forum on
National Priorities is also
expected lo sponsor another
"Hock n Holt Series. This
program, open lo all students
and people ol the community,
will feature speakers, dances
and oilier activities. Jtock pro
moter Bill Graham and
columnist
Phillip Elwood
highlighted last semester's
Series' and are expected lo
return for appearances this
Spring.
Other possibilities
include popular music figure,
Dick Clark, and disc jockey
Wolfman Jack.
Films

and
Fieldlrips
Scheduled

A field trip or two is also
included in the course plan.
"I'd like lo have theelassgo to
some place like Winterland in
San Francisco in the after
noon before a concert and see
how such a performance is uut
together,"
Seidman ex
claimed, "or check out the
operation of a recording studio
at Fantasy Records. We did
not do this type of thing last
Spring so I'm really looking
forward to it." He also noted
that more films will be shown
this Spring. One picture
entitled "Anatomy ot a Hit",
illustrates how a particular
piece ot music becomes a top

tune.
A music trigger" head
lines Hie student's class
participation activities. Each
individual selects the tune that
has the greatest amount ol
impact on him. The student
explains 'what is happening
to him when the music is
being played and why it is so
meaningful.
A number of
books will be used. Rock
Music, dealing with the social
impact ol manyol pop music's
lyrics, and Apple to the Core,
the story behind the success ol
the Beatles and theirevcntual
break up, are two materials
being brought over from last
Spring's course. Solid Gold is
one of the new books to be used
and concerns itself with 1'op
music industry.

The class will meet three
times a week, with Tuesday
evenings serving as a special
presentation time and two
creative seminar sessions for
each student meeting on
Mondays and Wednesdays.
"There will be some lecture
but mostly this class will-he
participatory in nature, using
a group dynamics process.
Music will not be taught, but
rather experienced.''
Early Registration
Encouraged
Fifty lo sixty students
will be allowed in the course
and, according to Seidman,
people are urged to regisleras
soon as possible: "The course
is very popular and anyone
who's interested should sign
up soon to secure a place in the
class." The class is not listed
in the regular course booklet,
but on a supplementary sheet.
Seidman revealed that this
would be the last time the
course would be offered, but
hoped thai another depart
ment
might
present
something along similiar lines
in the lut.ure.

The University of the
Pacific graduate
student
explained that this Spring's
course will be a refinement ol
last Spring's, concentrating
more on the industry aspect ol
popular music from a media
perspective. "The course will
offer students the opportunity
to explore a popular culture
artiluct that they have been
listening lo, observing, and
fartieipaling in, lor a good
Part of their live Hock n'
Boll/Popular Music and it's
industry " Spri ng,1972 offered
a more general approach lo
topic," he added.
Be sighted his basic
eason for presenting the
j!"rse as being to "perhaps
a a dimension to what goes
at LOP" and to
"make
„ P more interesting beSL' a lot ol people like rock "2
2? T» m, generation, j
ariu
music is a medium, an 2
em!!r|Cl°bsociety. a means ol £
tun i ainment and pleasure, a =
b'Hion dollar industry, a 1
rulin e|l°B°!Bical, social, and x
• ral awareness, and an
Art F
0rnL
he maintained.
Larry Seidman plugged in in preparation for his Rock n' Roil
Nar

as

Provides New Ideas

sSlle1rfliningstudy,othe

its rpi..? Popular Music and
Ship 10
^tdnnn
society,
exp ,j oxPressed hopes ol
ailf
'or |e llg some of the tools
fife-dav'1"18' 1,0 allended a
Sut»me
SymP°siuni
last
r
Si,,. °' the
National
and Scu'^'1
According Arts
Tenees, in Nashville,

class.

Andre Kolc will mystify you with his magic.

Andre' Kole Is Coming!
Andre Kole, one of the
world'sgrealest illusionists, is
coming to the U.O.F. campus.
Recognized as one of the
foremost inventors of magical
effects, Koolc's appearances
have taken him lo all fifty
stales and 60 countries of
South America, Europe, Asia,
and Africa. He has also
appeared
on
national
television in 40 countries, and
has given special appearances
before presidents, ambas
sadors, and other civic and
government officials.
Mr. Kole has visited many
of
the leading college
campuses over the past lew
years, and has probably
spoken lo more college stu
dents throughout the world
than any other person. In just
one year, he spoke to over fifty
million people through his per
sonal and television appear
ances.
Mr. Kole's presentation,
"Unmasking The Unknown ",

HANCOCK RESEARCH NOTES
120 North 8th Street
Caniden, New Jersey 08102
Telephone: (609 ) 365-7857
LOWEST RATES GUARANTEED - COMPARE ANI) SEE
Quality Research - 24 Hour Mail Orders
Originals by Professional Degreed Researchers
Professionally Typed with Bibliography & Footnotes
SEND SI.00 for a Complete Listing

rs
W PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
ELECTRIC ADDINO MACHINES
RENT—TO OWN

, -

$10 per month — all rent applied on purchase.
Keep until paid for or return any time.
No tricks — No gimmicks —Ho interest.

SManbU t Liquors

LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN

CO MONAOHANV

tockton
iter C&

Party Supplies - Groceries Keg Beer - Free Delivery
PHONE 47,8-3275

SPECIAL DISCOUNT sou
S0K0K1TY 4 PHATEUNITY

125 E. JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON. CALlE.

will dt\il witli transcendental
demaleriali zation. E.S.F.. the
occult, the meaning ol life, and
some astounding predictions
of the future which could allecl the life of every person in
attendance. A number ol
years ago, Andre Kole was
challenged lo investigate the
miracles ol Christ from the
viewpoint ol an illusionist. In
making this investigation, he
discovered some tacts that
changed the entire course of
his life. He now uses his un
usual talent to present his dis
coveries.
This
unusual
presen
tation ol the fantasy and reali
ty of the supernatural is spon
sored by Campus Crusade lor
Christ International. 11 will
take place at the auditorium ol
the Conservatory of Music, on
Nov. 14. 1973 at 8:00 P.M.
Tickets are on sale at $1.23.
This will no doubt be the most
unusual
program you will
ever witness!

Downtown—249 E. Miner
Lincoln Conter-Eorth
todi—107 W. Mm St."

477-4465

"

•
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Sat. TILL 5
NORTH STORE NEXT TO PAYLESS
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letters

Out of Order
Dear Editor:
There I was studying the
holy writ of "withdrawing a
motion'' and about to begin the
chant ol the highest of all
liturgies, "to lay on the
table..." Anyway, as 1 turned
to "laying," I found inserted in
the holy book of Robert's
Rules of Order an article from
the editorial page of the
Pacifican entitled
"The
Element
of
Tragedy"
(November 2, 1973).
Holy Robert!!!
It
attacked
some
ASUOP
officers by name (12 HolyRoberts). It even mentioned
the
holy
word
"parlia
mentary" in a sacreligious
manner. Let me make this
perfectly clear, 1 found this
scurrilous account upsetting.
Ah, but then, I realized it was
by one of my favorite writers.
Name
Withheld
Upon
Request . Good Old Name
Withheld....Truly, he is one of
our most prolific writers.
Why, month after month he
fills pages in Penthouse
Magazine with his odd sexual
habits and sends biting
opinions to all our national
journals. Unfortunately, some
local papers are no longer
printing Name Withholds
letters. Instead, they hope to
get lesser known citizens with
funny names like Fred, Sue,
Jim, and Darlene to write in.
Oh well, Americans never
recognize true talent.'
Unfairly, this article tried
to make some people seem
laughable and hopeless as
they donated their time to try
to make student govern
ment work. Rut I find the
deficiencies imagined in these
people not very important
when compared to the
writer's. The writer of the
article suffers from a far
worsedefect: cowardice. This
fact makes anyone else's
suggested problems pale in
the comparison.
If Name
Withheld must hide, he must
not have much faith, for
anyone can be critical from
under a table. Let him come
out in the light. If one says it,
one should mean it, and if one
means it, one should be proud
to say it.
Sincerely,.
Melvin Panizza
ASUOP Senator

Way-Off
Dear Editor,
In response to last week's
guest editorial "Element of
Tragedy"
I believe the
anonymous author was wayoff in his judgment. He found
the Senate budget hearing
very comical, but the final
budget a tragedy. On the con
trary, I found nothing amu
sing about the budget meet
ings, whereas, the final bud
get turned out the biggest joke
of the evening.
Don Lukavik
Ex-ASUOP Senator'

Minimum Competency
Dear Editor:

Only in Body

The editorial last week,
The unsigned notice ol the "The Element of Tragedy
recent appearance on campus
was void ol all constructive
by Buckminster Fuller.
reasoning
and
rational
(Pacifican, November 2), dis thought. I ' v e got two things to
played the sort of ninny- say in response to it.
versity mentality lor which
First of all, if the author ol
Pacific is perhaps deservedly this editorial had any guts
notorious among circles ol
he/she would've signed their
higher cerebration through name to it, or at the very least
out the precincts of Spaceship confronted any one member ol
Earth.
the
ASUOP
Government
Mr. Fuller, as is his wont, about it. On the other hand, I
presented his ideas in an guess if I wrote an editorial
inimitable and brilliantly con that showed my I.Q. to be hall
ceived elliptical metalogic of my shoe size, 1 wbuldn t sign
which indeed made sense to
it either.
the vast number ol persons
Secondly, the author was
who
found
themselves either higher than a kite at the
witnessing
a
profound Finance meeting, or he was
commentary on the human there only in body, and not in
condition. Your writer was mind- (At this point it is
obviously in the position of the
debatable whether he had a
ape before the looking glass, mind at all!) The Senate
or rather the babbler: what passed a $215,000 budget and
else but an ape could look
went over 170 different budget
back?
items from 48 different
For the benefit of those
groups. We spent over 20
who would like to know what
hours in the budget meetings
Fuller said, his major points
trying to decide what was in
were as follows:
the best interests of the
Our sense of time and
students.
space
has changed in
Now, in regards to myself,
immense and critical ways 1 regard the editorial's
since Fuller was a boy, and
reference,to me as an ineffec
our ability to engage in pro
tual blow-head, as hogwash.
ductive thinking and to apply a
To date, I've introduced four
backlog in innovative and
times the legislation into the
creative technical solutions to
Senate than all of the Senators
emergent problems is i'arcombined, and I'm-the only
beyond our ability to engage in
productive and creative tech senator who regularly meets
nical solutions to emergent with his constituents in dorm
problems
is far beyond meetings.
So, in conclusion, 1 can
similar capacities in other
only
pass off the editorial as a
species.
Dick
tlnd Jane fantasy,
There followed a detailed
analysis, in a rich historical written by a pseudo-writer
context, of holistic thought who has neither the guts to
activities
identifying sign his name nor the intellect
synergistic principles which to compose a factual edi
demonstrated that the whole torial.
of a process is greater than the
Mark Rogo
sum of its parts.
ASUOP Senator
It
is through such
principles that man will" be
able to multiply the advan
The Strongest Foe
tages which follow from his
biological inheritance in such
f- "W
a manner as to eliminate want Dear Editor, .
on this planet without
In the OctoberlAs6X»JSttjt
recourse to the destructive issue of the Paciiicaif^Volume
forces of war and politics.
73, No. 6), I read with horror
Passing through a wide the headline "Soccer Faces
range of allusions and illus Disaster At Hands of USF",
trations. Fuller concluded his and
Coach Santomier's
remarks on a note of optimism comments
about
the
and hope so st'irring that anticipated "disaster ".
some members of
the
I ha ve played soccer in the
audience, in the'midst of a Netherlands for twelve years
wave of standing applause, ? and our team was never told
came up and embraced liini'on that our competition was
the dias from which lie spoke. unbeatable. There is no
In the future, we hope that vietory or solution to any
the Pacifican will send out problem if you admit defeat
reporters of at least minimum before you start.
competency
to
review
It is very important for a
speakers of Mr. Fuller's coach, and more important to
stature.
If this was an his team, to instill in his
"opinion," and not a report, as players confidence, courage
the head would indicate, why and a fighting spirit; these are
an anonymous one? Or have needed in any successful
we already answered that endeavor. A defeatist attitude
question?
is worse than the strongest
foe.
David Lyon
Sincerely,
John Cherry
Adam Englund

Jack Beye
P S. Go, Tigers, and give them
hell.

As far as sharing
time on the platform is*"*
cerned, my song|eax
avoided the platform sin/'
found it to be cumber^'
The Songleaders
constrictive, and daniat,
As U.O.P 's Head Songthe knees, (not tomentio2
leader last year, I was damaging while doing';,
angered by last week s ai tit le splits!). And since the"
by the Black Student Union, Leaders depend upon
"Talent is...". I found it some microphone system to dj.
what humerous that the accu yells to the student se
sect*,
sation of a predominantly located directly in front„
racist attitude on campus was platform, and since th oil
e
indeed present, coming from
lets are located diret
the B.S.U.
beneath the platform,
For example, the first
shouldn't the Yell Lead
bigoted attitude concerning
occupy the platform
Songleading first arose some
majority of the time? iU(
where back in May. Louise
witnessed the present So;,
Oatis, the newly elected Head
leaders on the platform#
Songleader, held all-black tryforming this year, and fail
outs, with little more than a
see the logic behind
word-of-moulh announce B.S.U. s argument.
ment to friends, rather than
Therefore, I must
formal all-campus tryouts, as
agree with their aceusjlio
had been done in the years pro
and their opinion that
ceeding.
U.O.P. Songleaders are
So who's attitude was butt
of
the Universj
racist?
Speaking of the "racist attacks."
article, there was a reference
Who is the B.S.U. tos
made to differing definitions that that student was white
of talent, white versus black, the first place? In thesea
especially the "standardized place, how can the B.S.I
white high kicks." In my account for the fact that as
opinion, it was not so much the called predominantly big®
style of dance that was at issue student body elected a blj
here. Certainly, their style is Head Songleader over I
uniquely theirs, for which 1 white candidate? Andcani
strongly commend them for. members of
the B.SI
They are ingeneous and having ever attended a gat
creative, and they work well honestly say that they tin
together.
selves have never cad
The issue is more the fact some, (not all) of the Set
that
their
mannerisms leaders looking somes:
reflected boredom, (which in bored?
In my opinion,
turn is a reflection oil their disagree and not admit II
talent, unfortunately), and this has never happenedis
that can be no acceptable match the racist altitude
conduct lor student repre this supposed campus
sentatives. As an ex-song- bigots.
leader, I can respect the fact
1 do not, therefore, find1that it is difficult, and perhaps Songleader's ability slrid
hypocritical, to smile all the the issue at stake. 1 M
time, lean, in fact, remember more a defensive attemptcatching myself
yawning the B.S.U. to camouflaged*
during a more "subdued" squad that has lew routift
moment of the game. To not all-black recorded music,'
occasionally expect this kind .a poorly-spirited attitude
of behavior .would be to can honestly admit that ft
consider the girls to be less having a difficult and fart?
than human. But the opinion perfect squad myself I®
of the former pep squad the reasons a squad fails
member reflects more than the Songleaders are less-t»
just an occasional slip-but perfect, it is from their la
more of a prevailing attitude- practice and fire-up, u°l r
whieh I have witnessed their lack of whiteness.
myself, while spending much
Sincere
game time down on the side
lines this year.
Roxanne Fowler
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Travel Creates Unique Teaching
Background

cities ol the world. He
explained thatthere was, (and
still is), a "generally
unfavorable attitude in Latin
America towards America,
but that educated people
usually made the distinction
between American people and
American-ruling policy."

P. *•«

Alter six years in South
America, he made a couple of
lengthy trips of six months
duration to Asia, working for
the same company in the
Philipines,
Japan
and
Thailand, before resigning.
Sees

Professor Alexander Pobor poses for camera at his desk.

Eight years ago Pro
fessor Alexander Pobor
appeared on Covell College's
horizons.
With him, he
brought the seeds of a diverse
cultural background and a
leftist
political
ideology,
which he began planting with
the care ol a well-experienced
gardener. During his slay, the
students have harvested quite
a unique product.
Now,
however, Professor Pobor is
leaving the school. The month
of May, 1974, will signal his
departure for new pastures.
Professor Pobor s parents
immigrated from Yugoslavia
and settled in a little mining
town in Arizona where Pobor
was born.
He eventually
pursued university studies
until he obtained Bachelor of
Arts degrees in Spanish,
History, and French. Later,
he went on to obtain his Master
01 Arts in Latin American
Studies at the Monterey
Institute of Foreign Studies.
Pobor served his time
"r'ng World War II in the
'nfantry, or as he calls it "the
Ween of the battles ", lighting
"the Philippines and the
union Islands. There he
us wounded in 1945, thus
" n8 his military career.
fumpaigned
For
The
"dependent
Progressive
Party
In 1948, Pobor particicampaign lor the
Inrf^
ependent
Progressive
tpHfly' backed but not affiliaw'th
P
the Communist
y- In doing so, he lost any
unce of becoming employed
erally or
by the state,
wh
Caused little grief lor
p,
0r> a declared Marxist.
tUnitPv0bor found a job opporw'fh a company out of

Wisconson called "BucyrusErie", and ended up spending
six years of his life in Latin
America, managing the
distribution of excavation
equipment.
Witnessed A Military Coup
D'Etat

Less Cohcsiveness
Within Covell

Alter obtaining his M. A.
in Latin American Studies, he
taught two years at Monterey
Peninsula
College, after
which he traveled, lived and
studied in Europe. Ill 1966 he
came to the History and Politi
cal Science Department of
Covell College, UOl'. He feels
too much cohesion has been
lost within Covell, and the free
exchange of both comp
limentary
and
critical
opinions about the school have
fallen too heavily on the latter
recently:
He feels that previously
more attention was given to
the concept of interamerieanism and less to the search for
the
commercial
niche
between the two cultures. He
is "not sold on any institution
whose principal objective is in
meeting America's needs oi
industry in Latin America,
although he doesn't imply that
Covell
has
necessarily
reached this point.

Much ol this time was
spent in Venezuela where, on
January 23, 1958, Pobor
witnessed U military coup
d'etat overthrowing the
dictatorhip oi Perez Gimenez.
He described the overthrow as
very violent, involving days
oi a "complete anarchy of the
Professor Pobar is an
individual who is extremely
populace."'
concerned about the dis
proportionate distribution ol
In 1959, during one of his wealth in world societies.
frequent trips through Latin After May, he may possibly
America, he was lound in Ha write and study socialist
vana, Cuba, the day Fidel political philosophy. He is
Castro's troops marched into offering a course on Marxism
the city alter the Batista over- during Winter Term.

luturc.

j
sponsored iy the j •
> • Women's Union .Admission ,
' is $150. Sign up in the)
Spending "
a great
deal of * Atwwson y by Tuesday'
»•
time in Brazil, Fo^ame^ ,. ^ ^ wj[1 leavefrom,.
acquire a good understanding
the Y at 9:30 a.m
of the nation along with the
Wednesday, November 14.).
Portuguese
language. The
Everyone
is welcome. > •
countries of Latin America
Ask foil Janis ,or Tonii
that impressed him most were ^ at 464-9509 lor more inlor-j
Chile, Uruguay, and Cuba s ,.
Havana, which he considers to V "ial'°r"¥ ********** *
be one of the most beuutilul
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'Survival, With Memories Of
Past Glories Is Not Enough'
Individual colleges and
universities in the United
States have larger responsi
bilities than sol ving their par
ticular "Crises in higher
education," according to the
concluding report of the Car
negie Commission on Higher
Education released October 9.
Summarizing nearly six
years of study and delibera
tion, the Commission sketched
broad guidelines for a socially
just and financially stable
post-secondary
educational
network of the future. The
Commission included hun
dreds of "specific recom
mendations aimed at imple
menting these goals.
"Survival, with memories
of past glories, is not enough of
a program for the year 2000,"
reported the Commission.
"Nor is it enough for society as
it relies more and more in cre
ating its future on the high
skills and careful thought that
higher education can so effec
tively help supply."
The Commission's agen
da for higher education, or
ganized under six "Priorities
for Action" include:
Advancement of social
justice:
Enhancement
of con
structive change;
Achievement of more ef
fective governance;
Assurance ol resources
and their more effective use;
Clarification of purposes:
Preservation
and en
hancement oi quality and
diversity.
The distinguished panel of
American educators and lay
men who make up the Com
mission began their work in
July, 1967 with a charge from
the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching
to make a systematic apprai
sal of higher education and to
suggest guidelines for its deClark Kerr, former president

of the University of Calilorvelopment in the 1970's and
beyond to the year 2000. Dr.
nia, served as its chairman.
In its analysis the Com
mission recognizes "there is
very little time to make the
necessary
adjustments,"
/and that realizing its eqalitarian goal "may be the work
for a generation - requiring ef
forts until the year 2000 and
perhaps will come primarily
from internal leadership or
whether it will be imposed
more totally Irom external
sources."
The report identified four
potential 'new shocks' to
higher education - collective
bargaining, the politicalization of institutions, the possi
ble resurgence of student ac
tivism, and the "glacial"
spread of public control.
The Commission favored
"internal initiative as the
basic pattern of change and
has argued for the selection of
activist' presidents" with in
creased input from stud
trustees, and faculty mem
bers.
In calling for new goals for
higher education the Com
mission said, "Thfcre has been
nh basic discussion of pur
poses, engaged in widely
within higher education, for a
cei^ury. Thereshould be some
new aspirations, some new
visions."
Among the specific reccommendations of the Com
mission were:
Equal
reward
tor
leaching as for research, ex
cept for research at the
"highest levels ol compe
tence".
The creation ol "openaccess" educational centers
available at low or no net tui
tion and within commuting
distance of all high schooK
graduates who want to at
tend.

Students are requested to register for I & I Spring Semester
1974 courses in Room 214 Knoles Hall according to the follow
ing surname schedule.

9: a.m. - 12 noon

1 p.m. - 4 p.m.

November 13

M through O

P through R

November 14

S through Z

A through C

November 15

D through F

G through J

November 16

K through L

Late

November 19

Late

Late

November 20

Late

Late

CRAIG K. HISAKA. O.D., M.P.H.
OPEN DOME RING

ANNOUNCES
THE OPENING OF HIS PRACTICE
OPTOMETRY AND CONTACT LENSES
AT
1212 W. ROBIN HOOD DRIVE - SUITE IE
PHONE: 951-0820

pave'of diamonds
$240
DIAMONDS and DIAMOND JEWELRY
CUSTOM DESIGNS
HAND ENGRAVING
WATCH and CLOCK REPAIRS

PHONE 464-0241
2021 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CAUF1_95204

DR CRAIG K HISAKA: B.A. UC BERKELEY. DOCTOR OK OPTOMETRY FROM THE UC
SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY, MASTERS FROM THE UC SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH.

November 9

The Pacifican
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Travel Service Has Cures for Itchy foot
By CAROL HI ROTA
"Avoid the giant tourist
trap to the East. Take an
adventure and do something
exciting. Go to the enchanted
land of Central or South
America,"
advises Steve
Horning lrom the ASUOP
Travel Service.
II you like endless white
sandy beaches, fishing, skin
diving, jungle cruises, or just
enjoy relaxing in the sun, then
the trip to Honduras from
January 2-15 is lor you.
11 it's bright lights, all
night cabarets, lowering sky
snow-capped
scrapers.
mountains, or just friendly
people to meet, then you can't
put oil the trip to Columbia.
South
America
lrom
December 27-January 25, a
Christmas Special.
During the Christmas
holidays fly to New York,
December Ill-January I. or fly
to Mexico, December 2f>-Jan
uary 21. Instead of spending
January
in
Stockton,
spend January 4-18 on the
Hawaiian Islands and bailie in
the beautiful sun.
Special

Flights at Lowest
Rates
All these special llights

are available the lowest
prices. Deadline for the
package reservations is Nov
ember 15.
For
overseas
travel,
students, laculty, stall and
their immediate families
may lake advantage ol the
spectacular
savings
and
services available ill co
operation with Laura Thomas.
ASUOP
Travel Service
Director.
An example ol I lie savings
includes the International
Student ID Cards, which cost
$2.00 and are good lor
discounts on airplanes, trains,
in museums, and places tocatpractically anywhere in the
world.
Variety

ol
Discounts
Available

Youth Hostel cards are
also avilable lor bike riders
touring through Europe. This
card entitles students to a
cheap place to room and
board.

This travel service also
provides European Kail
Passes,
complete
tour
information, overseas job
placement, package travel
insurances, Inlra-European
flight bookings, overseas car
rental, lease, and purchases,
International Ski Programs,
and Airline and Youth hare
tickets which provide many
discounts.
Future chartered flights
include a summer lour ol
Russian and Eastern Block
countries, a trip to the Artie
Circle, and a tour of Ireland.
Projected Activities
Other special activities
include a backpacking trip in

Europe and a tour of Africa by
caravan.
Some
students
might even enjoy camping in
Mexico City during Eastei

Where do you think the
missing tapes are.'

Vacation.
Another Havel option
might be camping on the
Island of Tunis, -where a rock
band will provide music
every night.
Any student interested in
any traveling program or
tours should contact Laura
Thomas immediately in the
ASUOP Office or 931-0553 lor
further information.
For local traveling, call
Barbara
Manlove,
I'SA
representative, at 477-8,189.

Britt Johnson, COP, senior: I
can tell you they're not in
UOP's library. Probably the
tapes are tucked away some
where in B.B. Rebozo's bank
in San Diego, or sitting on ILK.
Haldentan's study desk. They
could be in Nixon "stop dresser
In addition to their own
drawer with his dirty socks.
spirit, the cheerleading
groups
front each campus
^
1 WMJ'W
around the country are judged
by the ICF on the improve
ment of crowd's response over
the previous year, each squad
member's
grade
point
average and the squad s
community involvement. The
group that is placed first at the
end of the year receives a trip
to Florida and the oppor
tunity to be in a television
commercial.
TRIP
To help finance their trip
to Hawaii for the Tigers up Sharon
Kong,
COP,
coming grid affair November freshman: "1 don't know
20, the cheerleaders are anything about politics. 1 try
presently dislributiqg^Master to slay $dt |>f it-1 haven't read
Charge a p pi i ea I i o tfS.lo* ai d in the newspapers much. The
-qualifying junior and senior whole situation is screwed.
grad students. Big Mac- Nixon should be impeached.
hamburgers from McDo He is blowing it. He can't run
nald's restaurant are also the country because nobodybeing sold for 70 cents lrom supports him any longer. He is
various
stands
around not credible.
campus by the group.

Spiriters Ranked
Eighth In Nation

Some may feel that spirit
at the University of the Pacifichas dwindled over the years
but this year's school cheer
leaders have already shown
their
determination
to
recreate that enthusiasm as
the four-guy, six-gal combo
grabbed an early-season high
ranking in the nationwide
collegiate
competition
involving 75 schools, headed
by the International Cheerleading Foundation.
Due to specific rules
handed down by the ICE.
actual rank numbers could not
be revea RANKING
"We are all very pleased,
and we could move up in the
rankings as the season pro
gresses," commented Bill
Stoermer. a junior who. along
with senior Doug Kirk and
sophomores. O'Hurrell Sago
and Bruce Colton, make up the
men's squad. Senior. Cindy
Schlegel and junior. Amy
Bakewell, both members of
last year's group, expressed
feelings of improvement over
seasons
but
previous
reminded that the cheerleadiiig bunch stifl had "a long
way to go." Sophomores,
Mimi Gallinatti. Sue Krejce
and Shannon linger and head.
Wendy Blecha, a graduate
student, round out the gals'
throng.

The UOP ten is currently
aetive in the muscular
dystrophy program in Stock
ton. while also spending
several hours a week together
practicing cheers and various
stunts. "U is all very time
consuming, but everyone gets
along real well," Schlegel
"and our main function is to
stimulate and put enthusiasm
into the team." All believe
that such spirit could "pull
Pacific together" and that one
of their goals is to "hit every
different segment of the
crowd" by using various types
of cheers and chants. Soul and
other modes are examples,
they said.
CHEERLEADERS see pg. 8

Bonnie Nelson, School ol
Education, sophniorc:
Oh
Jesus, 1 thought they were
always in his desk drawer.
They are locked up light. He
shouldn't waste good tape.
The whole thing is w rong, but 1
think it's getting boring too.

Cindy Holmes, Conservatory,
junior: "I don't know. I aQl
very bad on current affairs,i
don't follow Watergate that
closely. It's reuily exciting,on
Monday,
Watergate and
Tuesday, we're at war. lean
imagine he knows where the
tapes are and he has put them
somewhere: he probably gave
them to someone he lired, like
Cox. I wish you would have
picked something 1 knew
something about. Of course 1
quess no one knows the answer
to this question.

Ken Keiter,

COP, freshman:

"The tapes arc stuck in Mr.
Nixon's bowling ball at the
second floor bowling alleyia
the While House. Brunswick®
on his payroll and made a
custom ball that maintains a
good roll. Really. 1 thinkhegat
rid ol the tapes. They probably
had something that could in
timidate him and he buriw
them up."

Sue Collier, COP. lrcsli» ia "
"Let's see, 1 think
urobablv has them mid ^
11
afraid to show them. 1 think ,'
idi
should give the tapes upn' 11
he won't, he should resign

STOCKTON COVENANT CHURCH
SUNDAY
Worship Service 8:30 and 11am
College Class Session 9:45

CATCH THE F@X BYAUDi
TRAVALE PORSCHE/AUDI
907 N. El Dorado Stockton 948-5190

ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES

Body Life Service 7pm
Fellowship Groups 8pm

Free Delivery and Gift

1720 OXFORD WAY

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031
<
OPEN MONDAY EVENlN"

PASTOR KRAFT

Phone: 464-5160 or 463-3638

BRIDAL REGISTRY
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Student 1

mil $ Not Always Unsolvable
found yourself in a rut
lately ? Bored with the work
you're doing ? Don't think you
are taking the right classes, or
even think you're not attend
ing the right school?
A good portion of the
students attending UOP have
problems of this type. Take
Joe College. Joe is enrolled in
1 the School of Engineering
has his goals set on being a
teacher. Joe doesn't enjoy the
field he is in, but he doesn't
have anyone to talk to because
his math teacher, who transfered to Los Angeles, had
signed his class schedule last
semester so that Joe wouldn't
.have to wait in the long line.
Joe wants to change over to
COP and doesn't have the
faintest idea ol where to go.

problem can't be solved, lie
will be directed to someone
who is able to answer his
questions.
himsell an advisor. He does
this by obtaining the advisortransfer form in the Office ol
the Deans. His change of
major is taken care ol through
a similar form.

Research
Program

For the ninth consecutive
year the American Dental
Association is sponsoring the
Program in Dental Research
for College Students under a
Next. Joe wants to change grant from the National
schools and again he is in the Institute of Dental Research.
right place. His petition to This program makes it
change schools can also be possible for selected precollege
initialed in the Office of the baccalaureate
Deans. This time Joe is re students to spend 10 weeks in
ferred to one of the Deans at the laboratory of a senior
COP to sign his transfer dental scientist who is work
ing in the field of the student's
request;
Now
that
Joe
is career interest. The overall
straightened out, he has some objective of the program is to
one to see about his problems identify exceptional students
and someone to keep him and to furnish insight, through
The first step Joe should informed about new courses a direct experience, to the
challenges that exist in oral
take is to go to the Officeof the that aIT" being offered.
For instance, there w ill be biology and related research.
Deans and talk to Doug Smith
Dean Doug Smith
and company. There, Joe will a course offered by two mathSuccessful candidates will
gel some answers and. if the cmalilions and a physicist.
Yes, the course is designed to be placed in the laboratories of
learn the principles of senior dental scientists
differential equations with wherein the student partici
pates in research studies
applications to Physics.
Another
new course. related to the expressed
Problems
and primary field of interest to
Of the freshmen inter
What is the role of the Stu ments and deadlines for ful "Youth
viewed, most fell ignorant dent Advisor? Many students filling their majors. They Programs", is designed to each student. The program
about the procedures of aren' I eveil aware of the duties believed that their advisors focus on the ramifications ol provides a stipend of $1,000 to
registering and fulfilling the that advisors are supposed to arc merely figureheads who current socio-psyeho pro the student for his main
requirements
for
their fulfill for them. Should the okayed schedules and classes blems ol youth, pertinent to tenance during a period of 10
majors. Most had not seen or advisor serve only as the cur after the students have strug providing relevant leisure weeks in the summer. Air
Anyone trave^will be provided to the
had contact with their ad riculum counselor, or is he ex gled to find out the facts and opportunities.
assigned
insti
planning
to
work
with
youth- student's
details
concerning
their
edu
visors since their initial pected to consider the human
teaching,
counseling, tution, to a meeting site of a
cation.
meetings during orientation. aspect of the students also?
guidance groups, should find conference held in late
Many were quite confused
this course of interest and August, and back to the
about the WinterTerm classes
student's home or school. The
importance
because their adisors had not
total value of the ten week
explained any facts or pro
period
is between $1,200 to
cedures.
There is also going to be $1,400
depending upon
The upper classmen that
offered. During the first eight distance traveled.
were interviewed felt the
weeks, a skiing class will be
same: "Adequate"' was a
The deadline for appli
offered. This course will in
popular definition for the job
clude Bear Valley at half price cation for the Program in
their counselors were doing.
and instruction. Equipment Dental Research for College
One sophomoresaid, "What is
should be provided by the Students is February 15, 1973.
an
excellent advisor? 1
student. For the water bugs, Information and application
haven't seen one." A junior
scuba diving will be taught. kits are available from: ADA,
agreed, adding, "The role of
Even golfers can be happy 211 East Chicago Avenue,
the advisor should be that of
because golf will also be Chicago, Illinois, 60611.
*YOU CERTAINLY SEEM TO BE- AN
helping the student shape a
energetic, creative y^dns mancurriculum that fulfills the
UVIFORTUNATELY THE JOB CALLS FOR
major" requirements, while
A LETHARSl-v PJU ONE!
Z^^LES Our People Make Us Number One
being compatible with the stu
dent's personality."
The
advisors were lablcd as not
Most advisors were given
A popular conception of
caring or showing any inter
credit lor being available lor
advisors,
held
by
many
stu
est in the human aspect ol the
:
::
.\y«^ f—
dents at the University of the consultation, with an appoint
s udent, only in the academic.
ment.
They
were
criticized
be
1 he general opinion of the Pacific, is that of a person who cause they rarely went to the
students seemed to be that the signs the class schedule belore
trouble ol contacting stu
|ggest inadequacy in the sys- each semester. A variety ol dents. The general opinion ol
students felt that they, per
em was that the advisors igstudent advisors was that they
,,,or^ l^c total needs ol the sonally, were responsible lor were 'adequate .
student.
finding out all of the require-

StudentsQuickTo Criticise Advisors

• M i a r f f ' w i ^ 11

ACADEMIC

\
,
UOP

RETU*N

^N.
RESaWAHON

*

THHVA. BEAYICE
STOCKTON, C A <we04
CAU. LAURA AT<M6-22»

E
Seiko, the watch
of Christmas present.
Give it now!

MATERIALS

THOUSANDS OF RESEARCH STUDIES
ALL SUBJECTS

PATALOGUE CONTAINING 10,000 LISTINGS
U
NOW AVAILABLE

Send for FREE Details or

Telephone (415)^848-671^^ ^

a. S*iko, ladies' adjustable bracelet watch, 17 jewels, $89.50
b. Seiko, men's day-date watch, 17 jewels, $100.

1 "Academic Research, Inc.
• 2409 Telegraph Ave.
I Berkeley, Calif. 94704

Elegant gift wrap at no extra charge.

Layaway now for Christmas.

I Your Nam* I

Six convenient ways to buy;
Zales Revolving Charge • Zales Custom Charge • BankAmericard
Master Charge • American Express • Layaway

I Address

I

WEBERSTOWN MALL
••

478-1726
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Cheerleaders from
page 6
Cheers organized by the
Greeks and other living
groups in the crowd are fine,
according to most members of
the squad, in that "they are
expressing their spirit and
enthusiasm in their own way."
They warned, however, that
they themselves cannot join in
because they are "represent
ing the school" and the
questionable substance of
many of these cheers may
"offend alumni and other
individuals." The community
was also given credit in
helping out the cheerleaders,
especially when the team is
winning and the people react
accordingly.
"SPIRIT STICK"

The "spirit stick",
another ICF creation, is being
used for the first time this year
at UOP in an effort to spur
student enthusiasm. "We try
to get the crowd in a
competitive spirit by award
ing the spirit stick to the
particular living group that Pacific heralds the eighth-ranked cheerleader squad in the nation.
cooperates the most with us in
doing
yells," Sehlegel
very of the cheerleaders stated that
reportedly
explained. "The stick is given away
from
home
in was
this is quickly overcome and
to a different group each week particular draw practically impressed."
that
each gets very excited
and the members get to no Tiger fans. "Occasionally,
NERVOUS
about
being in front of a big
engrave their own markings the opposing crowds give us a
crowd. "Sometimes, people
on it." If the crowd is totally hard
time,"
Stoermer
"Nervous" was the word tend to stereotype us in the
apathetic, the stick may not be exclaimed, "but for the most
most
commonly used to obnoxious, sorority image,
presented, she added.
part we get treated fairly well.
Away games sometimes Four cheerleaders drove to describe each individual s and this often leads to verbal
abuse from certain persons in
pose certain problems for the Wyoming in a car for the first appearance in front of
"spiriters."
Contests far September 22 game. The ICF thousands of spectators. Most the stands. Everyone here is

NUPOC
A
SPECIAL

an individual and we would
like to be thought of in
respect."
Members of the men;
squad added that they expen
enced similar ridicule. Stoer
mer pointed out, however
that recently several persons
have been inquiring about be
coming cheerleaders.

The average Navy Pilot isn't.
Aboard every Navy nuclear-powered shif
there are officers from colleges just like this one.
The point is that to be considered for this
extraordinary program, you don't have to go
to the Naval Academy... or join the NROTC.
What the Navy needs now are some very special
college graduates who aren't afraid to find out
how good they really are. Who will consider
our extensive and demanding training program
(designed by the Atomic Energy Commission),
the most exciting challenge of their lives.
A challenge that offers an ambitious college
graduate an exciting future as a Naval Officer,
with his first assignment being a nuclear-powered
surface ship or submarine.
Talk it over with your local recruiter. Call him
at 466-2331 Or send in the attached coupon.
1

No man who has mastered the flying
skills it takes to fly and land on a ship
at sea can be called an average pilot. And
the sense of accomplishment and satis
faction that he enjoys are also above
average. Which is only right. For the man
who would go places as a Naval Aviator
must pass through the most challenging
and demanding training program to be
found anywhere.
From Aviation Officer Candidate
School through Flight Training to the day
his golden Navy Wings are awarded, he
is tested; driven; pushed and tested
again. And for good reason. The Navy
has fearned that without the will to
succeed, no man can be successful.
Which brings us to you. Do you have
what it takes to fly Navy? Send in this
coupon and find out. Or talk with your
local Navy recruiter. Or, call him at

466-2331 Even if you've never flown
before, if you've got the desire, you're
halfway there.

NAVY AVIATION RECRUITING
TEAM WILL BE ON CAMPUS
at
THE END ZONE
Monday - Friday
Nov. 12 -17
9 a.m. - Evenings
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psychological Approach To Weight Control Community inrichmenf
From Cullison Program

Fighting the battle of the
,/p or fighting the battle of
"hose turn it is to do the
may be easier with this
double-edged sword. A weight
Irol program is being reJ ched'byDr.JohnLutzker
ctant
Prolessor
of
psychology at UOP, deals
with both problems.
Lutzker
applies
Dr
hPhavior modification, rather
than any one diet, in his reparch Using reinforcement
2nd punishment, he is trying
determine "if you can ex
ternally manipulate conse
quences to make people lose

Lutzker has set up a con
tract which each couple can
adapt to their individual situa
tions. They select rewards to
work
toward for losing
weight, and designate house
hold chores as "his" and
hers
If
the weekly
weighing shows a weight loss,
that is reinforced by such
things as a new wallet, a
movie, a dinner out. If there is
a weight gain, that member is
punished by having to do the

J,

weight.

spouse s chores the next week.
Dr. Lutzker and his wife,
Sandra, devised the pro
gram about a year ago, and it
has helped them to maintain
their weight and complete
household chores since then.
With the help of first-year
graduate student, Judi Wal
lace, they are now applying
their technique to volunteers
on campus.
A unique aspect of this
weight control program is that
there is no one diet to follow.
Lutzker gives the volunteers
some diet information and
behavioral "tips", but the
plan they use is purely their
choice. "It doesn't matter it
they want to run around the
office 30 timesbefore they step
on the scales," Lutsker says,
"but the measured weight
determines
the
conse
quences. ''

"Will Japan again Re
arm?", "Mao and Maoism:
Who,- What, and Why It
Matters",
"The
Ancient
Chinese Hippie Culture of the
3rd and 4th Centuries", "A
Historian Looks at Russia
(with slides)", and a film pro
duced by students of last
year's Callison Sophmore
class in Japan. These are
samples of the more than-50
excitingly diverse topics in a
free lecture and perform
ance series that Callison
offers to high schools and
community groups within a
100 mile radius of Stockton.
These lectures and de
monstrations, presented by
Callison faculty and students,
are primarily aimed at high
schools, and are designed to
supplement areas being stud
ied by students.
This is the second school
Though the program was year that Callison has offered
designed for married couples, the free lecture and per
series.
The
Lutzker feels it can be applied formance
to any group ol people living program started last April. By
together with at least one the end of June 15, present
ations had been made and a
wanting to lose weight*

total audience of 1300 persons
had been reached. Callison s
Dr.Yao was last year's most
requested lecturer. However,
this year's requests have
been diverse.
Callison hopes that this
program will ultimately yield
two-fold results. Besides offer
ing community enrichment,
Callison College is publicizing
in an attempt ' to interest
prospective students. For
more information about these
programs,
call
Mrs.
Beauchamp in the Callison
College Faculty office at 9462204.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 VWLSRIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

POTPOURRI
Friday,

Pacific To
Host Speech
Tourney
On November 9 through
10, University of the Pacific
will host the Northern Capital
California Forensic Associa
tion Invitational
Tourna
ment. This is one of the largest
tournaments on the West
Coast, attracting over five
states from Washington to
Oregon and Arizona.
Students will be com
peting in individual events in
oratory, expository, interpre
tative reading, speech analy
sis, and extemporaneous. Stu
dents will be competing in Ontopic Debates - this year's
resolution is on the energy
crisis in the United States,
students
will
also
be
competing in Off-topic Deale - this year's resolution
centers on victimless crimes.
In total, over 700 students
"1 be competing at this large
ournament. The tournament
'gins on Friday, November
The public is invited.

The Pacifican is a publicationof the
Associated Students, University of
the Pacific and is published weekly
during the academic year. Entered
as second-class matter October 24,
1924 at the Post Office, Stockton,
California, under the Act of March
3,1897. Subscription $3.00 per year.
Telephone 946-2114. Member
College Press Service and National
Education Advertising Services
360 Lexington Avenue New York
NY 10017. All materi.
copyright
The Pacifican 1973. Send form 3379
to The Pacifican, University of the
Pacific, 3601 Pacific Avenue
Stockton. Calif. 95201
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Dinner
Baked Sole
Lasagne
Whipped Potatoes
Cream Gravy
Brussel Sprouts
Peaeh/Cr. Cheese Ball
Dinner Rolls
Cream Puffs

Dinner
Roast Pork
Artichoke Cass.
Buttered Rice
Carrots & Parsley
Asparagus/Tomato Tray
Biscuits
Choc., Cherry Pie

tiiMiT
RHINESTONE SETTINGS

,

SaV"'SS

election of rhinestones are navU.n

K

<*RS

LLKE 81 ,ARGE

LARGE PLASTIC BEADS
THIN RAWHIDE (extra strong)

TK

TBAD.NG BEADS
WOOD BEADS

Whyno.maLei.waeryi.^a.d^Sx.rainco^l

Now is the season-we carry the largest selection

FREE EARRING CLASSES ^
BEYE OPTICAL
'*tw. ROBINHOOD OHIVE

-

PGotw 478-4311

4055

Sunday, Nov. 11
Lunch
Pineapple Chunks
w/ Blueberries
German-Apple Pancakes
Bacon
Meltaway Coffee Ring
Dinner
Cheese Fondue
Pot Roast of Beef
n
Potato Cubes
Peas/Whole Onions
Lamb Curry
Tossed Salad w/ Artichokes,
Bacon & Croutons
Parkerhouse Rolls
Banana Split
Monday, Nov. 12

Saturday, Nov. 10
Lunch
Strawberries
Mushroom Omelet
Sausage Links
Fried Eggs
Orange Honey Bread

b**t'tlful selection

Wire

Nov.

Lunch
Clam Chowder
Submarines
Chix Croquette
w/ Sauce
Green Beans Deluxe
3-Layer Fruit Mold
Mand. Or./Orange Mold
Chinese Chews

M

Lunch
Cream of Vegetable
BBQ Beet/Onion Roll
Turkey Pie/Corn Bread
Wax & Cut Gr. Beans
Fish Plate
Cantaloupe/Nut Gel.
Minted P.A. Mold
Peanut Btr. Cookie

Dinner
U.O.P. Pizza
Pork Cutlet
Risotto
Carciofi ala Regency
Florentine Salad
Bread Stix (Salted)
Fresh Fruit w/ Cheese

Wednesday, Nov. 14
Breakfast
Raspberries
Ralston
French Toast
Bacon
Raised Donuts
Lunch
Chicken Rice Soup
Hamburger/Bun
Pork Noodle Cass.
Beets in Or. Sauce
French Fried
Meat Plate
Peach & C.C.
Rasp./Rasp. Jello
Bread Pudding
Dinner
Thanksgiving Buffet
Appetizer
Steamship Round
Baked Salmon
Baked Stuffed Pot.
Fresh Cauliflower
Cheese Sauce
Jello Molds
Spring Salad
Fresh Veg. Dip
Pears & Oranges
Cider

Tuesday, Nov. 13

Thursday, Nov. 15
Breakfast
Sliced Straw. &
Grapefruit Sections
Wheathearts
Scrambled Eggs
Hash Browns
Butterhorns

Lunch
Mulligatawney
Sloppy Joe
Fritters &Bacon
Chiles Rellenos
Meat Plate
Raspberry P.A. JGel.
Sunset Salad
Cherry Oatmeal Cookie

Lunch
Mushroom Soup
Cheese Dreams
Chili con Carne
Spinach in Sr. Cr.
Fish Plate
Under the Sea Sal.
Mand. Or./Or. Salad
Soft Molasses Cookie

Dinner
Veal Steak
Beef Burgundy
Whipped Potatoes
Braised Celery & Mushrooms
Pear Half/Cr. Cheese
Parkerhouse Rolls
Custard
' Neopolitan Cake

Dinner
Baked Chix/Hongroise
Pork Chop Suey
Gr. Chinese Noodles
Green Beans
Peanut Slaw
Rye Roll
Apple Turnover
Pudding
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Pacific offensive line will hop to the line for the last time
tomorrow at Pacific Memorial Stadium at 1:30 p.m.

UOP Soccer Ready
For Next Challenge
The Tiger soc cer team has
finally gotten it together.
They tied the gameon October
31 will) Santa Clara. 1-1.
The team welcomed back
Steve Tiernuy, who was
injured in a game with San
Jose. Tiernay hadn't lost any
of his backlicid techniques, as
lie weasled his way to save the
ball from Santa Clara's
attempted goals. Freshman.
Al Juarez, once again raced
his way to the goal and caught
the USC goalie olf-guard

allowing Juarez to score for
UOP.
"This game was a really
good one," said Coach Sanlomier. "Everyone played to
gether, it was a team effort. It
was similar lo our second
game with UC Davis which
was also a good game. We
should have played this wayall year," he said.
UOP's next big challenge
is
Stanford
University,
tomorrow afternoon in Palo
Alio at 1:3(1 p.m.

STUDIES from pg. I
Germany offers inter
ested students an opportunity
to study at the 1ES Center in
Freiberg, West Germany.
This program is intended lotUnited Slates students major
ing in German language and
literature, history, art historyphilosophy, psychology, poli
tical science and sociology.
Students for the basic pro
gram must have completed
two years of college level
German.
All courses are
taught in German.
An 1ES program is offered
in
Madrid
for
students

PLANT

interested in the humanities
and social sciences. A twoyear college level knowledge
of the Spanish language is
required for Madrid.
All
courses are taught in Spanish.
"Generally speaking it
costs about the same amount
of money lo attend one of the
IES Centers as it does to
attend Pacific." said Dean
Judy Chambers, UOP's IES
coordinator.
For any further infor
mation. interested students
are asked to contact Dean
Chambers.

WORLD

SPECIAL!

Thanksgiving Cactus
4" Pot

69

3 Days Only!
Fri-Sat-Mon
Hurry

for

Best

Selection

OF PACIFIC

Store Hours: Mon .-Sat . 10-fi

picks up yardage against

L.A. state.

Excursion To 'Tiger Land' Proves
Harmful For The Weaponless Diablos
A Day Excurson To "Tiger with a 3 yard plunge and the
Land" Proves Harmful For second Tiger touchdown.
Towne, varying his plays,
The Weaponless Diablos.
The visiting Los Angeles
Slate Diablos were welcomed
with a viscious54-2 mauling as
the University of the Pacific
Tigers bit holes in a mediocre
Diablo defensive unit.
The Tigers roamed wild
on the ground for 434 yards
and looked to the air for an
additional 129 yards for a total
offense of 563 net yards. Tiger
tailback, Willard Harrell,
complimented a total team ef
fort with a spectacular 240
yard performance including 2
placing
him
touchdowns,
second best in the single game
rushing category in the school
record
book. . Assisting
Willard Harrell with his
sensational runs was starting
quarterback, Steve Towne,
who displayed all
the
necessary qualities for a first
rate signal-caller as he
compiled an impressive 111
yards in the air. completing 6
out of his 10 aerial shots.
The one-sided contest saw
the Tigers dominate early, as
defensive tackle, Bill Strong,
pounced on a Diablo fumble,
setting up the first scoring
drive. With the ball in the
Tiger's possession, Willard
Harrell swept around the left
end for 13yardsand the first of
7 Tiger touchdowns. With a
couple of minutes remaining
in the lirsl period, quarter
back Steve Towne called on
Willard Harrell for a draw
play. He responded with a 67
yard
effort
and
Towne
completed the 70 yard drive

threw a five yard pass to light
end, Dave EcElhinney, for the
third score. Finding success
in his passing game, Towne
spotted wide receiver, Steve
Eyherabide, with a seven yard
fling for the fourth touch
down, to mark the end of a 72
yard drive and the first half.

Second Half
The opening kickoff to the
"Orange and Black" provided
the lone Diablo score as
Willard Harrell was caught in
the end zone for a Diablo
safely. But Willard Harrell,
the leading scorer in the
Pacific
Coast
Athletic

Association, was not lo bt
deprived of an outstanding
game as he raced 74 yards in
the third quarter for his
second touchdown of the after
noon.
Steve
Townt
relinquished his helm duties
to Carlos Brown, who directed
an 82 yard drive for the sixth
touchdown. Head Mentor,
Chester Caddas, called up
reserve quarterback, Bruce
Kepplinger, to put the icingoi
the cake and he obliged will
touchdown
pass
to Roll
Mottram for the final score,
54-2.
The Tigers call on the
Bulldogs of Fresno Slate nexl
Saturday afternoon for their
final
appearance of the
season.

Dave Bore (42) holds up ball carrier as linebackers Chuck
Knudsen (50) and Mark Shea (51) close in for the kill.

World Campus Afloat: Join Us!

WE OFFER A LARGE
ASSORTMENT OF QUALITY
PLANTS
AT
VERY
REASONABLE PRICES.

708 SWAIN RD.

Willard Harrell (39). seventh leading rusher in the nation,

Safe cadi September* February.

I This is the way you've always wanted
to learn . . . and should. Combine
accredited study with a fascinating
semester of travel to Africa, Austral
asia, the Orient, and the Americas.
Over 8500 students from 450 colleges
have already participated. Financial
aid is available. Write now for free
catalog:

WCA, Chapman College
Box 1000, Orange, CA 92666

RESEARCH AIDS
FREE CATALOG
Thousands ol research aids lisle ,
Each available with footnotes "
bibliography
_ &
Lowest prices are GUARANTY
For a FREE copy ol our
page mail-order catalog, send •
, n<l
cents ( to cover postage
handling ) to

NAT'L RESEARCH BA^

420 N. Palm Dr., Bev. HillsCalif. 902in
A.
You.must include your zip LV
TELEPHONE: ( 213 ) 271^,
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t h e bull pen
by Gene Sumuelson
i-iques Jock, and"close lriend Stuart the Stud, (who gave
dues his best support), were growing tired of watching the
ft chocolate machine steam in the End Zone. Hey," said
I ues I tf°l i,n ideil- nu,n' let s K<) c'u,le some hoop.
"Okay." but lets go change first. 1 hate getting my frock
II s n l elly." replied the slightly strange and extremely
friendly Stuart, who preferred to be called Stewy by his close'
11,e,\s

the two meandered towards the campus gym m a
typical of any "Ooe Cool", Jaques was mumbling, Hey
an 1 sure hope it's open, I'm up for some B-Ball, MAN."
111
l just hope the showers are open," said Stuart, with a
smile and a giggle.
Upon arriving at the entrance ol the over-grown
bungalow, which tries in vain to disguise itself as a gym,
jaques was aware of a high-pitched sound coming from
within the gothic monstrosity which lay before them. "Hey
man, there's more fans in here then in an opium den. What's
going on, man'
Stuart added, " Yeh, and what's that man doing with that
darling little boat?"
"That's not a boat, That s a pump, man. This place is
flooded. What a bummer, man." Jaques said dispondently.
"Oh well, let's go take a shower," Stuart replied.
fashion

"But we haven't done anything yet! " "Oh yeah, 1 forgot
said Stuart. "You're weird. You know that don't
you?" asked Jaques to the disappointed Stuart, to which
Stuart replied, "How come you never call me Stewy in
public?"
"Hey, why don't we go play handball? That'salot of lun,"
said Jaques.
"Okay, but 1 hate the smell ol that place." As the duo
approached the other over-grown bungalow, they heard the
lamilar sounds of ball bouncing within the dull grey walls
which engulfed the so-called handball court. "Oh man. it's
busy," frowned Jaques, "and NO, we're nbtgoingtogo takea
shower! We can wait a few minutes until they are finished."
Two hours and three propositions by Stuart later, the door
of the old building swung open. Two small boys appeared
with a worn out tennis ball and a pairot ski gloves. "Hey man,
what are you two punks doing in there? You don't belong
there," warned Jaques. The larger of the two boys reponded,
playing," as they jumped on their Slringray bike. "Oh, what
a cute way to ride," said Stuart, "why don't we get one of
those bikes Jaques?"
"Oh come on, man. let's just play some handball,
responded the obviously angered Jaques, as he pushed open
the crumbling door. "Hey man, only one ol the lights work,
and look, there's no ceiling. Man, this place is terrible, cried
Jaques.
"You should have seen it before they fixed it. But 1
wonder why they didn't get out that dreadful smell, Stuart
added.
"Oh man, what a bum day," said Jaques, "Hey, what do
you say we just throw the football around. Huh, Stuar?
Oh
heavens no," Stuart replied, "last time they sent me out lor a
bomb, I tripped on the new parking lot and bruised my knee.
"Ah man, all you ever want to do is take a shower any
way. said Jaques, to which Stuart replied, "Don t be bitter
Jaques. Besides, it will be the only recreation we 11 gel
today!"
about that,"

The following students
have indicated an interest in
pranging a one-lor-one ex
change with a student from
he University of the Pacific.
you are interested, please
Wr'te to the person. Since the
'"coming guest student must
live °n campus, only those stu
dents livi0g on campus should
"itiate correspondence.

Miss Ruth Camarillo
Macalester College
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Miss Barb Rathke
Gustavis Adolphus College
St. Peter, Minnesota 56082

|®ourbon Street! f
| Liquors
j LIQUORS

j wines
J MIXES

I Keg beer

I

ICE

Night Polo
Proves
'Bod Luck'
"We were so close,"
explained UOP water polo
team assists-leader. Rick
Reeder.
"Just the littlest
thing and we would have
exploded."
I he Tigers were indeed
close to winning three road
games last weekend, but
tailed to turn in a single
victory.
The team lost to Los
Angeles State and Cal PolyPomona last Friday by scores
ol 6-5 and 11-8. On Sunday. San
Diego Slate eked out a 4-3
victory over the Tigers.
In the L.A. State game,
Pacific was ahead by a 5-4
score going into the final 50
seconds of play. However, two
quick Diablo scores and a dis
putable foul call turned the
score around. Kick Hendricks
led the team in goals with two
tallies in the game.
In the ensuing night game,
the Tigers could not deal with
Cal Poly Pomona lighting
conditions,
which
were
described by coach Connor
Sutton as "Not exactly ideal."
"Neither goalie could see
too
well," said Sutton,
explaining the high amount of
scoring. Craig Schwartz led
the team with three goals.
Saturday's game against
San Diego Slate was close, but
again Pacific "came out on
the short end of the stick,"
Sutton said. The final score
was San Diego Stale 4, UOP 3.
Craig Schwartz, Joe Dietrich,
and Rick Reeder, scored a
goal a piece.
The series, which the
University of Arizona backed
out from because they were
"afraid" to play San Diego
and UOP, left the team with a
final 1-4 league record and a
three-win - a seven-loss ledger
overall.
Earlier, the Tigers played
well against UC Berkeley
the number one team in the
nation , in a bruising 8-2 loss.
One Cal player, Bill McAnany,
required an ambulance alter
being elbowed in the temple by
Rick Reeder. He suffered no
permanent injuries, but broke
his hand from hitting Reeder
on the.back.
Today the Tigers play
U c Davis, a team which has
beaten Cal Poly Pomona and
Stanford. UOP has lost to both
teams this season.
Tomorrow, the ligers
play Hum bolt State, who won
a previous match, 13-13 and
possibly Loyola University, if
a game can be squeezed
between a valley water polo
tournament's schedule.
iiiiiiiirfH"

Jackie Diggs and L.A. defender go up for grabs in the Pacific
romp.

Pigskin Prophet
By REPLAY

Seasonal Record: Add 14-4-2 lo
last week's.
Big Games:
Pacific 27 - Fresno Slate 17
'The ol Tense is reallymoving and llarrcll should
have another great day. 'The
defense will need another
performance like last week's.
Pittsburg Steelers 24
Oakland Raiders 23
Hunralby's moving the
Steelers and Stabler's moving
the Raiders, but maybe
Franco Harris will score with

USC 34 - Stanford 14
The Trojans heller not
overlook the Cards in
preparation lor the Bruin
game. Tony Davis is a secondhalf of the season star and
should really get untraeked
Saturday.

a deflected pass.
Redskins 44 - 49crs 10
The 49ers really smell this
year.
and
have many
problems off the field. The
Skins need to regain their lead
from the Cowboys.
Other Games:
Alabafna over LSU by 9
• San Diego St. over Long Beach
St. by 14
Michigan over Illinois by 13
Ohio State over Michigan
State by 9
Oklahoma over Missouri by 3
Dolphins over Colts by 13
Bills over Bengals by 2
Jets over Pal riots by 7
Browns over Oilers by 6
Broncos over Chargers by 1
Chiefs over Bears by 7
Cowboys over Giants by 19
Falcons over Eagles by 3
Packers over Cards by 2
Vikings over Lions by 4
Rams over Saints by 1

California 54 - San Jose Slate
20
The Bears should roll past
San Jose alter two lougn
games down south. Look lor a
high-scoring game.

UOP:

Rythecoop
with PSA,,

CI

VALUABLE COUPON

LARGE HAMBURGER
FRIES AND LARGE SOFT DRINK
WITH THIS COUPON

79C BIG SYD'S

the unofficial P state bird*

ALL FOR

C A T iI F

west lane 464-38wl s
j 5,
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GOOD THROUGH NOV. 2T,
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Over 200 Grinningbird flights every day connecting North
ern and Southern California. Give your campus rep or
PSA a bird whistle. PSAgh«Syou a Oft.

The Pacifican
PW Twelve

Bruce Miyashiro takes a cut as a South/West defender looks for the flag.

Abounds Enthusiusm
For Intramural Program

The question is whether or not this is pass interference

Interested in doing the
Turkey Trot? That's what
intramural director, Rick
Olson, has in store for the
interested intramural partici
pants. The Turkey Trot is a
cross-country race which will
be held a lew days before the
Thanksgiving holiday. The
winners will receive a least-a
big, fat turkey.
Intramural sports are no
joke at UOP. This year's foot
ball has 50 more participants
over last year's turnout of 300.
"Most of the people start out
with a good, serious attitude
and are up for having a good
time," said Olson. Football
and basketball have the
biggest turnout of students.
"A lot of students really go for
basketball because there's
more
contact,"
Olson
continued.

"I've finally caught it, and when my Dad finds out that I'm playing football instead of
studying, I'm really gonna catch it."

Howard's

SPORT CYCLERY
Rodng and Touring Bicycles
Soles - Service - Accessories
4419 Pacific Avenue
Stockton, California 95207
470-4307

NEW
SPECIAL STUDENT

AUTO INSURANCE
PROGRAM

ovran

INSURANCE

1035 West Robinhood Drive - Suite 2C
Stockton, Calif.

47*4450

For more information check in the ASUOP Office.

Photos by Bob Crawford

Dave Solomon, the center
for intramural team, HOME
GROWN, had a good point to
make when he said, "Intramurals give us whimps a
chance ; to
enjoy
and
participate in popular sports
such as football." He
continued by saying, "It
doesn't make too much
difference to us, (HOME
GROWN), whether or not we
win-we just want to have a
good time!"

Other participants in
intramurals commented on
how they felt about intra
mural sports. Banzai from
South Hall said, "Intramural
sports allow the individual to
compete on a level which he is
able to-not at one which is put
upon him.
It seems that a lot of the
students are active in intra
mural sports for fun, as a
means of meeting people, and
Students Enthusiastic About even for the exercise end of it.
The Games
Hopes For Continuing High
Interests
Football is the happening
now in intramural sports.
Olson seems pleased with
"People are very enthu the turnout for the intramural
siastic about the games," said football season and hopes that
one co-ed from the Grace the others, (table tennis,
Covell team. "It's really no basketball, volleyball), will
joke-people really try and have a large amount of
they're out to win-winning is interest also.
pretty important," she added.
Those interested in co-ed
When asked the reason for intramural sports might be
participating in inlramurals happy to hear what Rick Olson
another co-ed replied, "It's a has planned for next year-co
gas and a half! It's also a ed football and co-ed water
really good way to meet polo. That will be interesting
people."
to see!
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r»n m> OA AeseA\«noNs
CONTACT LAURA THOMAS
AT THE A&.TRA)VU. SERVICE
UOP STOCKTON, CA <*204
OR CALL LAURA AT S4S-

2253. A& TRAV^^ICE
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TYPEWRITER
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ELECTRIC
TYPEWRITERS
From 10,00 Monthly
MANUAL TYEPWRITERS
Student Special
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Beatles Go Computerized
• Beatles:
Away
with
„ ,,.Hs" the largest traveling
aii media production in the
"nr d presents the Beatles in
mnuterized form.
Away With Words" is not
lm or concert but a unique
.-i.-nce
Technically.
pXP^i1C
t
ihe presentation incorpouites
still
projectors, three
motion-picture projectors, a
'
sound system,
(k.gree
multiple special el loots
devices, a cinerama screen,
and a computer to operate it
fi

The production is housed
m stainless steel racks,
standing six leet tall and
spanning 25 leet. The quadra
phonic sound track is re
produced by a sound system
driven by 8,000 watts of

undistorted power.
Though this mechanized
wondei
is
an awesome
spectacle in itscll. the real
adventure begins when the
house-lights arc dimmed.
The 90 minute presen
tation
lollows a roughly
chronological pattern in the
Beatles' development
from
1960-1971.
The producers of the
multi-media show arc famed
European cinematographer,
Ian Baker and American
producer, Earl Jarred.
The shows, sponsored by
ASUOP, will begin at 7:30 p.m.
and 9:00 p.m. in the Conser
vatory on November 15. All
ASUOP cardholders may
purchase tickets for. $1.00 in
the ASUOP office.

ASUOP Presents:

Roberta Flack In Concert

BEATLES from pg. 1
Partial view of the computer operatee multi-media
Production "The Beatles: Away With Words." Away With
Words, the world's largest traveling multi-media show
'oatures a 360 degree sound system, twenty-nine slide
Projectors and four movie projectors. Already it has played
'or more than 250,000 Beatle fans.

Super-singer Roberta
Flack will embrace a wide
variety
ol
contemporary
material
on
Wednesday,
November 14, in the Stockton
Civic Auditorium.
Ms. Flack has gone from a
musical cull figure in
Washington to the numberone
female singer in the world.
Her two smash singles,
"First Time Ever 1 Saw Your
Face" and "Killing Me Softly
With His Song", coupled with
major
appearances
on
television have projected her
into a meteoric rise that has
culminated in "superstar
status lor Roberta Flack.
She also recorded a very
beautiful album with another
gifted
singer,
Dotiny

Hathaway. This album pro
duced a hit single entitled.
"Where Is The Love."
Tickets ($3.50 lor ASUOl'
students ane $5.00 at the door)

jThurs. Dollar Bonus Mat.
• Extended to Thurs. Night
for UOP Students and Faculty'

"JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR*
DAILY 6:00-8:00-10:00
SAT. SUN. THURS.
2:00-4:00-6:008: 00-10; 00

i iEUCP
s

LIMITED ENGAGEMENT!

*!*•

• «*»••••••••••••••••*••••

, STUNNING..
COLORFUL...
SUPERB ARTISTRY . .
BRILLIANTLY STAGED
AND FILMED!

HARRY IN MY
POCKET"
THE MAGNIFICENT
SEVEN RIDES"
in

S T
T
P R ?DA Y,

BADGE 373

Thme separate and complete programs. All in color and wide screen.

WHERE'S PAPA?"

Bobbins on Pacific Ave.'s Miracle Mile

ROBERT DUVALL

Celebrity Concert Corp., P'«s«"'s
association with Robert I. Kronenberg

RUSSIAN BALLET FILM FESTIVAL
STARTS
TONITE!

DIAL 4-M-O-V-l-E-S
1S7 West Adams Behind Baskin—

"A SEQUEL TO 'THE FRENCH
CONNECTION' THAT
IS MORE EXCITING
THAN THE
SCOTT
ORIGINAL"
OfERNEY

The First American Engagement of the

MIDNIGHT COWBOY

may be purchased in the
ASUOP Office. Roberta Flack
will sing at two separate per
formances,
sponsored
by
ASUOP at 7:00 p.m. and 9:30
p.m.

n"

Friends 01 1
Etta Cow E

HM

SINAN LAKE
Fri-Sat sun. only
THE BOLSHOI BALLET
Mon-Tues only*

THE SOVIET SONG AND DANCE
* Ensemble Wed. and Thurs.

99'

BARGAIN MATlNEEl SUNDAYl
(Matinee
Only)

"COY LE"—1:•# ONLY
"BADOE 171"—3:00 ONLY

»
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Calaveras Calendar
Tonight
8 p.m. An Evening of Reader's Theatre - DeMarcus Brown Theatre Rotunda.
8 p.m. McLead - rock-mime group at Raymond Great Hall.
8 p.m. The Gralelul Dead at Winterland.
8:15 p.m. Pacific Singers - Conservatory.
8:30 p.m. Play It Again, Sam - Stockton Civic Theatre.

Tomorrow

8 p.m. An Evening of Reader s Theatre - UeMarcus Brown 1 healre -

Rotunda.
8 p.m. The Grateful Dead at Winterland.
8:30 p.m. Play it Again, Sum - Stockton Civic 1 healre.

Sunday, November 11
8 p.m. The Grateful Dead at Winterland.

Monday, November 12
0:30 and 9 p.m. Film. Lady Chat tcrley 's Lover -Anderson Lecture Hall.
8:30 p.m. English Undergraduate Student Association meeting
Anderson Lecture Hall.

Tuesday, November 13

Those who have been
waiting with baited breath to
the opening atTJOP of the rock
musical, Hair, will hai t to
wait a little longer. Due to Tas been the lack of undermany production problems,
standing of the discipline
Hair will not open on Novem
needed to put on a show, prober 18, as planned.
ducer Joseph Lillisexplained.
Personality clashes and M a n y members of the comillness caused the majority ol
o inv had never been in a show
the problems experienced by
and were not prepared for the
the Hair company. Ori
many hours and hard work reginally. 45 poeple were cast m
quired
the show. In the past four
One of the biggest hassles
weeks, 22 ol the cast mem
was that of the scripts arriving
bers have dropped out, tor
very late from Tams-Wittthese reasons and others
maek. It's hard to start
• One ol our big problems
maes.
—

rehearsals without

the scripts,
producer and director
Liuis thinks that he now has a
goocj, sturdy cast. There will
be u work-in-progress per[ormanee on campus on
November 18. and the finished
production will be presented
in early December. In case the
falls during dead
openj„g
will open
weeR
the
show
••somewhere in Stockton'
cording lo Lillis.
lu,uu,
6 ™

Students ProduceReader's Theatre

8: 15 Warren van Broekhurst, Violinist. Resident Artist Series

Reader's Theatre returns
to the University ol the Pacific
Drama Department loniglu
the Terrace Room o, Graee Covell Dining
with AN EVENING OF
llall. Come and join us lor some good Frenchconversation and lhendly
READER'S THEATRE;
ambianeo. Everyone is welcome.
Student
performances
Wednesday, November 11
were initiated several years
111 a.m. Raymond College Col lee Hour - Common Room.
ago by Dr. Carl Talbot. This
7 and 9:30 p.m. Roberta Elaek al Sloekton Civie Auditorium.
weekend's program is the
7:30 p.m. Bridge Club - Anderson V.
first since Dr. Sy Kahn
became the head ol the Drama
Thursday, November 15
=
department. Under the super
3 and 8 p ill Led lire oil Transcendental Meditation - Wl't 202 (3p.nl.) ^
vision ol Mark Wardrip. Ilie
and WIK'224 ( 8 p.m.).
3
7 and 9:30 p.m. Beatles: Away Willi Words mulli-media presentation. _
program consists ol several
Conservatory.
h
cuttings and arrangements
7:30 p.m. Gay People's Union - Anderson Y
>.
directed by the students inhis
8 p.m. Play II Again. Sain Stoetkon Civie Tliealre.
Reader's Theatre class.
There has been a re
Through November 3(1
newed interest in Readers
Theatre on a universily-wide
Due Senior and Three Graduates - Arl Exhibit - Burns I owei
level this fall. Callison College
Flayers in the Reader's Theatre talk over the script.
•T
recently presented an eve
i
ning ol it and a group is now in
progress at Raymond College
under Ilie
direct ion ol
Barbara
Saylcs.
MeLeod is here
Tickets for Friday and
Body language;ndIhe ail
Directed by
Coraleta Saturday
Stockton Civic Theatre, a
night's
perfor
Sol mime is what Me Lend is all*
iabout.
lie combines tliei community theatre at 235 Franks, the Woody Allen mances are only $1.00 and can
•'graceful beauty ol mimewith J West Willow Street, opens the comedy will run for four be reserved by calling 946comedy PLAY IT AGAIN, weekends. In recent years, 2116.
{original rock music.
Ms. Franks has directed
SAM
tonight.
I
Critics claim that Ron|
PLAY IT AGAIN,"SAM is DAMES AT SEA and PLAZA
iMcLeod is the center star ol j
Winter Term Regit-1
•this rising young group. Ilis • the story of the ultimate loser. SUITE for Stockton Civic.
tration
Material and Ad-(
I
Lee Cargile
will be
•every move is. one ol total' A zero in life, the protagonist
vance
Spring
Work Sheets J
{mastery. lie has completeI is a super-failure. In an age of featured in the leading role
will be available Nov. 12th i
played
by
Mr.
Allen
on
Broad
•control over every nuisele asg anti-heroes, Allan Felix is the
through Nov. 16th. All
V> describes, in pantomime J best. Critically acclaimed on way and in the highly success
schools
except Raymond, I
Simulated TV reception
•style, the foibles of mankind. ( stage as well as on film ful film. Mr. Cargile's last
Covell,
and
Callison. will (
i
This
unique
enter-J PLAY IT AGAIN. SAM has theatre work was as the
pick up material in their J
by
l
director
of
BUTTERFLIES
cd
been
heralded
as
one
of
the
Jtainment,. sponso
Lodges.
•ASDOl will be af 8:00 p.m. J funniest works of recent ARE FREE for The Miracle
All material is to be•
Trinitron with auto color,
(i
real
•
Players.
years.
{tonight m Raymond
hue & automatic fine tuningreturned to the Registrar si
Tickets
are
still
available
•Hall. Admission is live
plus a new slim tube in a
office with a Business office,
and may be obtained by
unique upright cabinet design
stamp by Nov. 16th, 8:30- {
calling the Stockton Civic-17-inch picture measured
5:00
Theatre Box Office al 4636813.
diagonally • Unique Trinitron
Conservatory.

! What's A Mcleod j

PLAY IT AGAIN, Civic...

J

KV-1722

one gun/one lens system for
true-to-life color • 114-degree
wide angle picture tube • Auto
color and hue plus automatic fine
tuning—push the button and the
picture is "locked" in • No set up
adjustment—plug it in, turn it on
• All solid state circuitry • Instant
picture and sound • Rotatable VHF
antenna • UHF loop antenna
• Illuminated tuning indicators •
Recessed side-mounted handles
• Walnut grain wood cabinet.

549995

SONY

FREE BEER
ONE EllEE PITCHER
WITH THIS COUPON

TUES-THURS NITES
WITH THE ORDER OF
ONE LARGE PIZZA
AT

DINO'S

r

'o;
leave Dec. return JAN.

FOR INFO- OR RESERVATJOK;

r CONTACT LAURA TMCiNNAS V)
C AT THE A.S. TRAVEL 5ERgYtce,U*> STOCKTON CA
lASEO*. OR CAU
CALL. IAURA
vp-tr, ,
; Ar<v»6 223* *Si PU4SJ
AND PACK

mm
6130 Pacific Ave

477 0082

!n Morcnqo Cenh-r

7555 Pacific Ave.
Stockton
478-4111

eniberS. !»<•>
11
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Halloween Was Certainly Dressed things to do
for The Occasion
in the dark..
I ill

r\

By DAVID SEGEKSTKOM

immediately afterwards,
there was a girl'sloud scream,
followed by raucous laughter,
Water balloons Hew more and
more frequently, until the sky
looked as il there was one
arching its way toward some
unsuspecting target.

There seemed to be a
lemarkablc lack of egg
throwing. This year, it was
obvious that balloons were the
order of the night. But with
Hallowepn, a person has come
to expect some dorm some
where to gel edded and, this
year, it just didn't happen.

you filthy swine! *' And with
that, she left to find someone
as gullible as rnvself.

Eggs weren't the only
thing that had changed in
Halloween
habits.
There
weren't as many people
running around with sly grins
as there have been in the
previous years. One explana
tion that this reporter heard
was that many people were
studying for midterms the
next day.

1 had just gotten used to
the fact that she was gone
forever when a silvery appari
tion glided up to me. It was a
girl I knew, dressed in
Reynold's Wrap.
"Hello," she said.
"Howdy. What are you'.'"
She held up a long strip of
paper that trailed behind her.
On it, in big letter, were
printed the words, "Hershey's Chocolate Kiss. "
In the meantime, the
action outside had increased.
A firecracker was set off and,

There was, however, a
marked .increase in dorm
parties, complete with punch
and cookies. Included in in
many of the lun activities
were apple bobbing, passing
the orange, and scavenger
hunts. But, like it or not,
Halloween has been chang
ing. Should something be
done, and, if so, what? As one
student remarked, "Well, it's
up to the will of the people. 1
mean, we gotta get back to the
roots as far as I'm concerned.
Let's put the "Whee" back in
Halloween.

Reporter Dave Segerstrom interviews a headless horseman
before he made his Halloween ride.
Halloween means many
things to many people, and
most meanings
have
a
mischievous tinge to them.
Just as Christmas is a time for
tinsel, presents, and chest
nuts roasting on an open lire,
Halloween is a time lor trick
or treats, costumes, and wa
ter balloons Hying through an
open window.
UOP was no exception to
what can only be described as
the festive spirit of Hallo
ween. One of the
many
attractions of Halloween is the
opportunity to put on a
costume and wnader around
in it, and manv UOP students
exercised this option. For
example, I had a .very en
lightening conversation with a
student dressed as a sperm
cell,
At another time, 1 had the
rare privilege of having an
interesting discussion with
none other
than Marlene
Dietrich, (or, least a girl who
Ployed that role to a hilt). She
stopped me in the hall of Casa
Werner as 1 was on my way to
the dorm party. She eooly
appraised me with a defiant
'°ok, and said finally:
"You fool"
Said I , a little flustered,
Dh, thanks. "
You are a peasant."
"Now. hold it..."

Three Worlds ol Westworld
WESTWORLD stars Richard Benjamin and James Brolin
as tourists ol the luliire. For a daz/.lingly complex Disney
land called D E L O S I here are three dreamlikehavens to visit.
The first two are Roman World where you can be the
emperor, joust with the Black Knight, or just celebrate the
food and environment ol the tune. The third. Westworld.
gives an ext raordinary and eNt reiuely accurate picture ol the
Old West.
These amusement parks, (well worth the $7,01)1) a day it
seems) are convincing to both the people in them and the
audience. No one knows who the customers arc and who the
robots are. Yes, robots bring the town to life.
Michael I'righton wrote and directed this lilm. It is an antimachine lilm. a nlea lor us to re-examine our relationship
with robots and other tools we have created. More than just
a "Beware, or our machines will turn against us movie.
WESTWORLD is a tale ol hundreds of people threatened by
their own toys and own inventions. These people are not lar
removed from today in lime or inMheir trust ol our mech
anical slaves.
SOYLENT GREEN, a Thoughtful Film
SOYLENT GREEN, while less exciting and tar less scary,
is also a thoughllul lilm. The time (2022) and the resources ol
the earth are nearly exhausted. It is the ultimate ecology
flick-a picture ol the utmost sell-degradation ol our race.
There is no real lood and clean water. The air is poisoned.
Streets are filled with the homeless. Only the well-protected
rich live in comfort and learn that they are not sale from the
starving, desperate public.
Charlton 1 lesion is a cop-a good cop in a bad world. His
mission is to discover a murderer. Carrying out his duty, he
unintentionally discovers the secret ol SO\ LEN 1 GREEN, a
legal crime w hich signals the defeat ol man and Ins environ
ment.
Short Subjects
AMERC1AN GRAFF1TT1 is still going strong at the
Cinema...HARRY IN MY ROCKET. (James Unburn), at the
West Lane MIDNIGHT COWBOY, (proot there are good \
films in Stockton), with WHERES POPPA?. (deliriously
dirty GP rating), at Hammer Drive-in. In.

*

m
AmrMi mm
Halloween was a party for South/West and Grace tovell

.. Fah," she cried, and
®lnkcd toward the nearest
oor. She turned, glared at me
r a second, and spat disSe> "I hate your kind!
Yn
eog of a man. 1 spit on you,

Qwiint and Charming
Pure Nostalgia
OieOtAUO IN *4«
b IIAUTIFUL ANTI9UIS

J

WE NOW RENT
P.A. Systems. Ai«> ''tiers,
Electric Guitars •«* 'sses
Drum Sets, Pianos, a•«*
-ophones

BY THE DAY, WfcEK, OR MONTH

AAIRA€-feE

There are limes when science fiction can serve a purpose in
our lives. It can allow us to escape our day-to-day existance in
another world. As escapist entertainment, science-liction
flicks are generally nothing more than unbelievable whimsy.
Occasionally, however, there are films that read lor more
meaning. (OMEGA MAN, ANDROMEDA STRAIN), as well
as some that reach another plane ol relevance. (DR.
STRANGELOYE. THX-1138).
In recent release there are two science Ikdion films ol lasting
value as both escapist movies and as well-knit. Iinely
constructed nlnvs WK.STWORI I) and SOI LENT GREEN,
are currently playing a double bill on the west coast. They
are not to be missed.

Come in now or call for information
Phone 466-4388
2363 Pacific Ave.
Open All Week Nfcs untilj

OlD TIMS ATMOS»Hl*l
Oio TIMS ©OODNSSS
OlO TIMt MlCSS
,
OlD TIMS HOT HOMI MADE TEAS
ItEAO

DELIGHTFUL FOOD
AAA APPROVED
ChArloM.. O-nwi

Ch.,l«

Ife Old*

463-0271

HoomervW
1537 NORTH WIISON WAT

STOP INFLATION! ... The Sherw ood is now carrying a SI
matinee on Thursdays..il COP students can't make it. the
same goes lor that evening...JESUS CHRIST SI 1'ERSIAR
this week! ...The Crest, (south on !)t»- but a sale, clean place).
now has a $3 a car rate..Jill up the ear and go. it's a blast.

iOMMKH
478-9913
7555 Pacific Ave.
In the Oakridge Center

A

MELLOW

LOUNGE FEATURING HAND

MADE DRINKS: AN ARCADE OF GAMES
A SOUND LOUNGF. FEATURING MCINTIOSH
& BOSE STEREO COMPONENTS, FREE
POPCORN, FANTASTIC STEAMED HOT DOGS,
POOL & DART TOURNAMENTS. DRAFT BEER,
TURTLE RACES WEEKLY.
TWO DRINKS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
WITH THIS AD

November 9
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DEAN from pg. 1
development in 1927 he could
have been a lot more helpful to
those youngsters who lirst
came to him with tales of
puppy love.
"Teachingcouldn t be like
it used to be," said Jantzen.
"In 1927, teachers were con
cerned only with absorption oi
content, no individualization.
Morals and religion were
taught at home in 1927 and now
we find these things being
taught in the schools. Things
have changed," said the 65
year old Dean,
Teacher
education has become highly
sophisticated.
The School of Education
has enjoyed many major
developments
under Jan
tzen's leadership.

Charlie Bates and Karl May are caught red handed trying
break into the first floor of Grace Covell Hall.
BURGLARS from pg. 1
prevention films, "Kip Off"
and "Invitation to Burglary".
Officer Freeman added
that
a
house-to-house
campaign on home security
was recently completed. After
their training in residential
security checking, 60 reserve
officers and senior cadets
distributed buttons, bumper
stickers and handbooks to
community residents. Upon
request, the officers would
inspect a
household for
minimum security standards
and to suggest possible im
provements.
"The Purchase of Psy
chological Stress Evaluator
was also made possible
through this federal grant,"
explained Officer Freeman.
The machine aids in investiga
tions of burglaries when a
suspect agrees to its use. "A

suspect can be absolved of William Davis, a 59-year-old
More
guilt through the indications of railroad conductor.
this machine, and valuable than $10,000 in stolen property
leads can be revealed to was hauled in, completely
filling a police storage room
investigators," he said.
Officer
Freeman
ex and part of a second room.
Officers
said
several
plained, "The major portion of
the man-power on the bur burglaries could be cleared
glary control program has once the inventory of the
been directed toward sur "loot" is completed. They
suspect that Davis was once of
veillance and investigation of
Stockton's "major fences"known suspects."
Police department of the dealers of stolen goods.
ficials investigated Varneil
Booby Trap
Shaw, 51, for a year before
obtaining the search warrant
The third federal grant for
leading to h is a rresl in August. the control of local burglaries,
According
to
police^ a $64,314 project, was also
records, 52 arrests were made awarded to the Stockton City
during the first six months of Police Department. "Booby
the federally-funded project Trap" involves over $45,000 in
through these intensive equipment.
The portable,
investigation procedures.
ultra-sonic alarms can be
Officers had worked on placed
in
homes
and
the case for over a month businesses that are suspected
before the recent arrest of
targets for burglaries.

classified ads
TYPING; Custom typing done
in my home. Stencils, term
papers,
resumes,
manu
scripts, business letters, etc.
Call 477-1760.
Expert Typing:
Disserta
tions, theses, term papers, etc.
done professionally by Gene
vieve Macias. Hours; 6 p.m.
thru 10 p.m. Call 478-0354.
Typing: Experienced Typist
desires work on term papers,
etc. Will take dictation on
business letters. Phone: 4628755 alter 5; 00 p.m. weekdays.
1

Spanish Typewriters: Just
received, 25 precision Swiss
Hermes 3000 portable type
writers w/ Span-Amer. key
boards at no extra charge.
Rental or purchase plan. Con
tact
San
Joaquin
Bus.
Machines, 130 N. California,
465-5881.
V.W. Service: Service done
here on campus for less $.
Tune-ups, valve adjustments,
and brakes. Contact Jeff Stagg
at 478-2817 or 462-9405.
Notice: Do you wish to attend
small Baptist church with a
good youth group? Transpor
tation
provided.
Call
A
Warren at 478-6431.

Roommate Wanted: Female to
share 2 bdrm. upt. near cam
pus. Call wknights 478-4428.

To the guy who I met in the
Bookstore buying records: The
Elton John album is great -you
were, right! The Loggias &
Messina is also really good 'Take your chances, since you
don't pay lor it anyway.
From the blonde who
doesn't pay lor her records
either.
Wanted: Spanish speaking
UOP female to work lOhrs/wk.
cleaning up local beauty salon,
in exch. for large private rm.
w/
priv.
entrance.
Call
Frances, 477-6756.
Roommate
Wanted:
Des
perately needed to share 2
bdrm. furnished Victorian
house with 5 large rooms.
$70/mo., inch all utilities. Call
Don at 462-6278.
Apt. Needed: First year Phar
macy student wants to move
off-campus (preferably close
to campus) as soon as possible.
Contact: Gloria, #261, Grace
Covell, 466-3581.
Room lor Rent: Grace Covell
Hall, room 261, Contact Gloria
466-3581.
Wanted: Administative work
experience to lead to possible
career opportunity. Assist in
establishing local explorer
scouts division. Male or fe
male. Contact Helm Haas. 101
Baun Hall 946-2151.

For Sale: Practically new ski
boots - Henke, Size 10-11 $35 or
best offer Lindy at KUOP-FM,
946-2330.
For Sale: 1968 Opel Ralley.
"Blue Book" $675. Radial
Tires. Call 478-7990.
For Sale: 1969 V.W. Call 4629502. Ask for Russ Ostarello
Lie. #ZFD. 887.
For Sale: Single mattress
waterbed w/ pedestal and
foam pad. 5 yr. guar. Call 4784389 before 9 am or betw. 5 & 7
pm.

For Sale: DynacoQuadrasonic
Amp., high quality Sansui turn
table and speakers. $525 Call
478-7990.

In 1968, Jantzen was
instrumental in getting lor
UOP the first national under
graduate
Teacher
Corps
project. This program later
became a model for under
graduate
Teacher
Corps
programs at other Univer
sities.
As a result of California
School legislation, UOP was
on the initial list to prepare
teachers
of
mentally
retarded,
school
psyehometrisls,
and
school
psychologists in 1950. Jantzen
was
the
instigator
and
organizer of the first state
wide conference of school
psychologists and psychometrists which was held at
UOP in 1950.
Substantial grants from
the Rosenberg Foundation
enabled
the
School
of
Education
to
develop a
clinical services project in
1951. The program was an
effort to relate speech
therapy, remedial reading,
music therapy and play
SENIORS
Campus Inlerveiws
Mon., Nov. 12 - Coro
Foundation - One year in
tern Public Administra
tion - Any major
Nov. 12-16 - U.S. Navy Naval Officer Programs
Tues., Nov. 13 - Standard
Oil & Chevron Research Process, Project & Design
Engineering - B.S Engi
neering
Tues., Nov. 20 - ElectronicData Systems - Computer
Management - All Majors
Register and sign up
for campus interviews at
the Career Planning and
Placement Center (Alum
ni House) corner of Pacific
Avenue & Knoles Way.

For Sale: Pearl drum set, $150Martin D28 guitar, like new;'
72 hall ton International pick
up. 4 wheel drive. Call 948-9467.

For Sale: Harmon Kardon 33(f
amp. 100 watts. 2Electrovoice.
speakers. Garrard 55 SL turn
table w/ Stanton 500e car
tridge. $325 or offer. Call 9462509.
JOBS ON SHIPS! N O experi

ence required. Excellent pay
Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send
$3.00
for
information.
SEAFAX, Dept. v-1 P.O. Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washing
ton 98362.

OR CALL LAUfVA

\ MEXICO a-rvJ- Zj*"}

therapy in a cross-dis^
p
effort.
Jantzen has beeninv0|(1
with the California Counc,
the Education of Teachers
was part of the initial
start this organization i
Working with this eonW
Jantzen wrote a page Jj
on "The Role of the j„J
College
in
Te ach
{
Education."
Among Jantzen's
contributions to the School
Education are the
dation of Early Child!,,
Teachers in 1973, the devek
ment of a Doctor of Educat
degree in 1951, a sixth *
entitled 'Educay,
degree
Specialist' in 1967 and
Bachelor
of
Science
.Education degree in i960
In 1960, Jantzen
recognized as Educator o|J,
Year by the UOP chapter
Phi Delta Kappa, the nation
largest
professional
ternity. Jantzen has been
member of Phi Delta Kapp."
for 40 years
When asked why he t,
stayed at Pacific for so mac
years, Jantzen comment
that he has seen crisis all;
crisis here at Pacific. "1
should I leave when therea
new things happening all4
time?" He has seen change
in education as a resull
WWI, Korea, Sputnik, andlk
return of war veterans. Ink
33 years at Pacific, Janti
has seen the development ok
School of Pharmacy as well:
the emergence of the Clusle
Colleges.
Jantzen has been invota
with a variety of internatia.
programs in his years at UOP
He has conducted teacher-It
teacher overseas seminal
under the auspices of peopt
to-people for the past eigl
years and has taken teacher
to Europe, USSR, Africa,a®
Southwest Asia. Jantzent
planning to lead anothergroi
to New Zealand and Australi
in the Spring of 1974.

In 1962, Jantzen was
member of a delegation oil
Presidents and Deans W
the American Association
Colleges
for
Tea*
Education to study tea*
education in West German)
Jantzen, who is of Geriw
parentage, has full knowlew
of the language and feels'»
this knowledge has enab<
him to learn from the Germ
school system on a one-to-#|]
basis.

Other
internati*
involvements
include
development of a slu
teaching program in Me
City and participation in
World
Confederation '
Organizations of the Teachjj
Profession in Sweden
British Columbia..

Jantzen received his
from Bethel College, Ka^
in 1934, his MA tro*
University
U III YC1 311/ of Kansas *
and his Ph.D from the tn>
sity of Kansas in ®c
P!
Administration
and ^
chology in 1940.
Me
appointed to UOP by the
Tully C. Knowles.
A search committee
been named in order tose
Dr. Jantzen's successor-

